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Even though solar power usage has seen rapid growth over the past 
decade, fossil fuel generation sources are still generally a less expensive means 
of producing power. The Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle (LFEC) was investigated 
as a high efficiency power cycle for reducing the cost of concentrated solar 
power (CSP) plants and helping to address this cost disparity. High temperature 
flooded expansion was identified as one of the main challenges in regards to 
utilizing the LFEC as a power cycle. Thermodynamic models were developed to 
help assess the performance of the LFEC and a load stand was constructed to 
test a prototype high temperature flooded scroll expander. 
The thermodynamic model allowed for the investigation of the impacts of 
working fluid selection on the performance of the LFEC. The selection of the 
flooding agent was found to be of particular importance for high temperature 
operation. The maximum operating temperature, specific heat capacity, and 
vapor pressure of individual liquids governed the potential performance of the 
LFEC. This model was used to help develop design criteria for a prototype high 
temperature scroll expander. 
Nitrogen and the thermal oil Duratherm LT were chosen as the working 
fluids for the experimental load stand. The data collected showed poor 
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performance of the prototype scroll expander. This was partially attributed to 
excessive leakage in the device. A mismatch between the internal volume ratio 
and the imposed system conditions was believed to have exaggerated the 
leakage problem. Regardless of the poor performance these test have 
demonstrated the operation of a scroll machine at higher temperatures and 
flooding ratios than previously investigated in the literature. They provide a 
platform upon which to build to further knowledge of high temperature flooded 
expansion. 
 A comparative study was performed to assess the potential performance 
of the LFEC against other power cycles proposed for use in CSP facilities. This 
consisted of comparisons between variations of Rankine, Brayton, and combined 
cycles. From this analysis it was found that for sufficiently high component 
efficiencies the LFEC can provide higher conversion efficiencies than the other 
cycles under consideration.  
 The work done in this study has identified the LFEC as a promising power 
cycle for solar thermal power generation. The need for high efficiency 
components necessitates continued design and experimental investigation of 
machines capable of tolerating liquid flooding. Special attention needs to be 
given to the design of high temperature expansion devices and the challenges 
they bring. Through further development of system components the LFEC can 
become a viable alternative for CSP power blocks. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
By the year 2040 global energy consumption is projected to grow by 56% 
according to the U.S. Energy Information Agency (2013). This growth will 
primarily be driven by increases in population and economic activity. Though 
fossil fuels will be responsible for meeting much of this demand, renewable 
sources are among the fastest growing forms of power generation. Renewable 
systems are becoming increasingly prevalent as nations strive to meet policy 
goals to boost their use of clean energy as well as to address the issues of 
climate change. Of the various sources of renewable energy, solar energy holds 
some of the greatest potential for widespread utilization and deployment. In 
general solar technologies currently require subsidies in order to be economically 
competitive with conventional forms of base load power generation. As such the 
United States Department of Energy launched the SunShot Initiative with the 
goal of making large scale solar energy cost competitive without subsidies by the 
year 2020 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). 
Photovoltaic cells (PV) and concentrated solar power (CSP) are the two 
primary ways in which the sun’s energy is harnessed and converted to electricity. 
PV cells utilize a photoelectric effect to directly convert incoming solar radiation
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into electrical current. Typical commercial PV units utilize semiconductor 
materials such as silicon and can achieve efficiencies in the range of 15-20% 
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). CSP is a method of generating electricity 
where the direct normal incident radiation of the sun is focused in order to 
generate high temperature heat. This heat is then utilized in a heat engine to 
produce electricity. In contrast to PV generation, CSP technologies have an 
innate ability to store energy in the form of heat. They also can be easily adapted 
to operate with combustible fossil fuels as backups. In this manner they are more 
suitable than PV arrays for load matching and integrating into existing grids (Lew, 
2010).  
There are four types of CSP collector technologies depicted in Figure 1-1 
that have seen the greatest deployment (International Energy Agency, 2010). 
These technologies are the parabolic trough, linear Fresnel, the power tower, 
and the dish. The parabolic trough uses a linear parabolic lens in order to focus 
the sun’s rays onto a tube at the center of the trough. The lens rotates to 
constantly track the sun while a heat transfer fluid (HTF) circulating through the 
central tube collects the thermal energy and transfers it to a power cycle. The 
linear Fresnel lens uses a similar concept, though instead of parabolic lenses it 
utilizes an array of flat mirrors that focus the sun’s energy onto elevated collector 
tubes. The power tower, also known as the central receiver, places a receiver at 
the top of a tower in the center of a field of mirrors called heliostats. Each 
heliostat is capable of tracking the sun and reflecting light to the central receiver. 
In this manner extremely high temperatures can be achieved in excess of 500 OC. 
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The dish receiver utilizes a parabolic dish to direct light to a receiver at the focal 
point. The receiver is typically affixed to a small power block such as a Stirling 
engine. 
 
Figure 1-1: Four main types of CSP collectors. 
    
A metric commonly used to compare the cost of different power generation 
technologies is the levelized cost of electricity. It is defined as a project’s total 
cost of operation including construction and maintenance divided by the total 
energy produced. In order for CSP technology to meet the goal of cost parity with 
fossil fuels a levelized cost of electricity reduction from around 20 ¢/kWh to 
6 ¢/kWh is required (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012). The SunShot Initiative 
has outlined several components of CSP systems that need to undergo cost 
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reductions in order to meet this goal. These consist of the solar field, the power 
block, the receiver and heat transfer fluid, and the thermal storage system. The 
majority of power blocks currently used in CSP plants are subcritical Rankine 
cycles. These cycles typically have conversion efficiencies between 35-45% (U.S. 
Department of Energy, 2011). Reductions in power block cost as well as 
improvements to conversion efficiency are required in order to move CSP 
Technologies closer to the SunShot 2020 goal. The Liquid-Flooded Ericsson 
Cycle (LFEC), as presented by Hugenroth (2006), holds the potential to serve as 
a next generation power cycle for CSP generation. 
The Ericsson Cycle is a thermodynamic cycle theoretically capable of 
achieving Carnot efficiencies. It consists of isothermal compression and 
expansion with isobaric regeneration. The LFEC utilizes liquid-flooding as a 
means of approximating the Ericsson cycle. It involves the introduction of large 
quantities of liquid into the gaseous working fluid. The liquid serves as a thermal 
reservoir absorbing heat during compression and releasing heat during 
expansion. In this manner near isothermal behavior during the compression and 
expansion processes can be achieved. Typical turbo-machinery is susceptible to 
damage when liquid is entrained in the gas stream (Ahmad et al. , 2009). 
Fortunately equipment utilized in the air conditioning and refrigeration industry 
has proven reliable when operating with liquid entrainment. Fixed volume ratio 
machines currently mass produced for the refrigeration industry, such as scroll 
and screw compressors, represent readily available devices that can be adapted 
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for use in the LFEC at relatively low cost. Through proper design these devices 
can be tailored for efficient operation with flooding (Bell et al. 2012). 
A schematic of the LFEC is shown in Figure 1-2. After mixing, cool liquid 
and gas are simultaneously compressed from state (1) to (2). During this process 
the liquid is slightly warmed due to absorbing the heat of compression. The gas 
and liquid are then separated with the gas heading to the regenerator at point (3) 
and the liquid heading to the cooler at point (9) to reject the heat of compression. 
The regenerator allows for thermal exchange between the high and low 
temperature sides of the cycle. The gas passing from points (3) to (4) is warmed 
as it absorbs heat from the counterflowing stream returning to the cool side of the 
cycle from points (7) to (8). After passing through the regenerator the gas is then 
mixed with hot liquid and sent to the expander at state (5). During the expansion 
process the liquid slightly cools supplying heat to the gas, maintaining near 
isothermal conditions. After expansion the gas and liquid are separated, with the 
gas heading back to the regenerator at state (7) and the liquid heading to be 
pumped up to high pressure and reheated at state (12). A solar field can serve in 
the role of the heater and the high temperature separator can be enlarged for 
thermal storage allowing for natural integration of the LFEC into CSP systems. 
The LFEC can operate at relatively low pressures. As a result the liquid that 
absorbs the heat of compression in the compressor can be easily pumped 
directly to a load to provide heating. In this manner the LFEC can readily function 
as a combined heating and power (CHP) system. The LFEC is compatible with 
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dry cooling. Most CSP facilities are located in desert regions where water is 
scarce.  The use of dry cooling allows for increased conservation of resources. 
 
Figure 1-2: Schematic of the Liquid Flooded Ericsson Cycle (LFEC) arranged as 
a heat engine. 
 
1.2 Objectives and Approach 
Hugenroth (2006) previously investigated the use of the LFEC as a cooler. In 
addition Lemort (2008) and Bell (2011) performed detailed analysis on the liquid 
flooded compression and expansion in the scroll machines of the LFEC at 
relatively low temperatures. In order to implement the LFEC as a heat engine for 
CSP applications, additional work must be done to understand the behavior of 
liquid flooding at high temperatures. The objective of this work is to investigate 
high temperature flooded expansion and better understand the potential 
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performance of the LFEC for CSP. The following approach was taken to achieve 
this goal: 
 Thermodynamic modeling of the Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Power Cycle  
 Identification of working fluid and flooding agent pairs 
 Design of high temperature flooded expansion load stand 
 Sourcing of components for test stand 
 Fabrication of the test stand 
 Experimental investigation of prototype scroll expander 
 Comparison to alternative cycles 
 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This document is organized in the following manner: 
 Chapter 2 presents a literature review of isothermal expansion and 
compression and the use of flooding in power generation 
 Chapter 3 elaborates on the thermodynamic modeling of the LFEC and 
examines working fluids for use in the LFEC 
 Chapter 4 provides an overview of the design process of the test rig and 
presents the results of the experimental investigation 
 Chapter 5 introduces alternative power cycles for CSP applications. The 




CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Isothermal Compression and Expansion 
The ability to add heat to a working fluid as it expands and remove heat 
during compression is essential to the development of an Ericsson Cycle. Due to 
the difficulty of achieving this, Ericsson Cycles are generally not utilized on a 
large scale. A number of methods have been devised to approach isothermal 
conditions during compression and expansion.  
One method is the processes of reheating and intercooling (Cengal & Boles, 
2008). The compression and expansion processes are divided into multiple 
stages. Between each stage working fluid is removed and sent to a heat 
exchanger where heat is withdrawn or added to the working fluid for compression 
and expansion respectively. These modifications can be applied to various power 
cycles such as the Brayton cycle. The use of intercooling and reheat produces 
greater efficiencies when compared to the simple Brayton cycle (Tyagi, 2006). 
This is due to the fact that as the number of intercooling and reheating stages 
increases the Brayton Cycle begins to approach the Ericsson Cycle. The 
practical numbers of intercooling and reheat stages that can be employed are 
typically limited due to the added complexity and additional cost of system 
components.
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Another method that has been devised to approach isothermal 
compression and expansion processes is the use of heat transfer structures to 
remove or add heat through the body of the compressor or expander. Kim (2004) 
investigated a method of using heating and cooling systems such as heat fins to 
uniformly remove or add heat to the working fluid during the compression and 
expansion processes. This method relies on the large contact area between the 
scroll wraps and the working fluid. Other researchers have looked at expander 
surface heating in order to achieve near isothermal expansion in reciprocating 
engines (Igobo & Davies, 2014) 
Liquid flooding is another method that has been utilized to approach 
isothermal compression and expansion in scroll and screw machines. The 
introduction of liquid into the working fluid was initially carried out in order to 
improve gap sealing and reduce wear (Igobo & Davies, 2014). The use of liquid 
flooding to approach isothermal processes was theoretically and experimentally 
investigated by Hugenroth (2006) in an Ericsson cycle cooler using scroll 
machines. Woodland et al. (2010) presented the use of liquid flooding 
incorporated in an Organic Rankine Cycle. This was experimentally investigated 
by Georges (2012) utilizing an automotive scroll compressor in reverse as an 
expander. The use of liquid heat transfer fluids in most types of CSP solar 
collectors allow a near seamless incorporation of power cycles using liquid 
flooding. For this reason the LFEC can be considered one of the most suitable 
means of approximating an Ericsson cycle for CSP applications. 
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2.2 High Temperature Flooded and Two-Phase Expansion 
Fixed volume ratio devices are readily available machines that can 
compress and expand gases with a significant amount of liquid entrainment. This 
makes them ideally suited for use in the Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle. In power 
generation they have been predominately investigated for use in Organic 
Rankine Cycles for waste heat recovery as well as geothermal power generation. 
Multiple researchers have performed experiments on flooded and two-phase 
expansion at temperatures typical of these two applications, as shown in Table 
2-1. 




Working Fluid(s) Max Temperature 
[oC] 
(Comfort, 1977) Impulse Turbine Steam-water 224 
(Frau, 1983) Screw expander Saturated Water 200 
(Weiss et al.1975) Screw Expander Saturated Water 150 
(Steidel et al. 1982) Screw Expander Saturated Water 193 
(Öhman et al. 2013) Screw Expander Saturated R134a 160 





Screw Expander Saturated R12 62 
(Smith et al. 1994) Screw Expander Saturated R113 120 
(Lemort et al. 2011) Scroll Expander R-245fa and oil 139 
 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the typical operation temperatures of the 4 main CSP 
receiver technologies (International Renewable Energy Agency, 2012). From this 
it can be seen that little experimental work has been performed on the expansion 
of two-phase or flooded media in fixed volume ratio machines at temperatures of 
interest to CSP. This work seeks to experimentally investigate flooded expansion 
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in a fixed volume ratio expander at temperatures closer to those required for high 
efficiency CSP applications. 
 
Figure 2-1: Typical temperature ranges for various CSP collector types.
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CHAPTER 3.  THERMODYNAMIC SYSTEM MODELING 
3.1 Model Development 
Before beginning an experimental investigation of high temperature flooded 
expansion, a greater understanding of the LFEC’s operation at temperatures 
suitable for CSP applications was necessary. To do this, a thermodynamic model 
was constructed to aid in working fluid selection and component design. A 
component based model as presented by Hugenroth (2006) was modified and 
utilized in order to simulate system performance. The following assumptions 
were made when generating the model: 
 Pressure drops in lines and heat exchangers are neglected 
 Heat loss in lines are neglected 
 Gas is non-condensable in liquid and separation is complete 
 When mixed, liquid and gas are in thermo-mechanical equilibrium 
 All rotating components are adiabatic 
 Mixing and separation are adiabatic 
Thermodynamic properties at each point in the cycle were calculated 
utilizing a combination of equations of state included in Engineering Equation 
Solver (EES) (Klein, 2013) and thermophysical property data provided by 
manufacturers. Properties for the gases under investigation were readily found in 
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EES. However, properties for various liquids needed to be derived. Assuming the 
liquids to be incompressible the changes in internal energy and entropy as well 
as the specific enthalpy were represented by  
             (3.1) 
   
  
 
     (3.2) 
       .     (3.3) 
By specifying two independent properties each state could be fully defined. In 
sections of the cycle where liquid and gas are mixed, thermodynamic properties, 
were determined using a mass weighting of both the liquid and gas properties 
each evaluated at the same temperature and pressure. An example evaluation of 
the total mixture enthalpy is 
         (    (   ))           (       (   )).      (3.4) 
By defining the mass ratio as  
  
       
    ⁄          (3.5) 
the mixture enthalpy can be given on a specific basis as a function of 
temperature, pressure, and mass ratio. This relationship can be written as 
    (             )      (    (   ))         (       (   )).      (3.6) 
     
    (  )           (  ) 
   
.        (3.7) 
The heat transferred in the heater and cooler was determined by evaluating 
the enthalpy change across each component with the outlet fixed at the source or 
sink temperature according to 
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 ̇         ̇           ( (     )   (         ))              (3.8) 
 ̇         ̇         ( (           )   (       )) .             (3.9) 
 The regenerator was modeled using an effectiveness method. By 
specifying an effectiveness and using the state points shown in Figure 1-2, the 
heat transferred in the regenerator was determined by 
 ̇       ̇    ( (     )   (     ))              (3.10) 
 ̇      ̇   ( (     )   (     ))               (3.11) 
 ̇                 ( ̇      ̇   ).     (3.12) 
The separators and mixers were assumed to be adiabatic. The mixers were 
modeled using  
 ̇          ̇          ̇                  (3.13) 
While the separators were modeled using 
                       (3.14) 
                           (3.15) 
The work produced or consumed by the rotating components was 
determined by defining an isentropic efficiency to determine the enthalpy change 
across each device relative to an isentropic process. The isentropic work 
required to pump an incompressible fluid through a pressure differential is 
determined by 
 ̇   ̇   .                  (3.16) 
Using this isentropic work the actual work required to pump the liquid or 
recovered through the hydraulic motor were found respectively using 
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 ̇      
 ̇ 
     
⁄                 (3.17) 
 ̇              ̇ ..               (3.18) 
For the flooded compressor and expander numerical iteration as shown in 
Hugenroth (2006) was used to determine the isentropic outlet state. Using the 
isentropic work and component efficiency the actual compressor and expander 
work were determined using 
 ̇      
 ̇ 
     
⁄                 (3.19) 
 ̇          ̇ .             (3.20) 
A flowchart of this method for flooded expansion is shown in Figure A-1. 
These component models were arranged according to Figure 1-2 in order 
to form a system model of the LFEC. Figure 3-1depicts the inputs and outputs of 
the overall system model. 
 
Figure 3-1: LFEC system model inputs and outputs 
 
Optimization routines available in EES were employed to maximize the cycle 
thermal efficiency at each operating condition by varying the free variables.  
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The following operating conditions were imposed on the model.  
 Heat rejection temperature of 20OC 
 Low side pressure Max(Pvapor, Patm)  
 Regenerator effectiveness of 95% 
 Component adiabatic efficiencies of 80%  
The heat rejection temperature was set equal to the approximate temperature of 
the cooling water in the laboratory. The low side pressure was chosen to be 
either the greater of the liquid’s vapor pressure at the source temperature or 
atmospheric pressure. This was done to prevent the boiling of the liquid and to 
avoid having to operate in a vacuum.  
 
3.2 Working Fluid Selection 
In his Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle cooler, Hugenroth (2006) chose 
nitrogen as the working gas. Nitrogen is an attractive gas to use due to its 
abundance and being environmentally benign. A brief investigation was 
performed to determine if other gases would be more beneficial to the LFEC’s 
performance as a heat engine. The primary restriction on the choice of a gas was 
its ability to safely operate at elevated temperatures and not ignite. Figure 3-2 
through Figure 3-4 depict the optimized thermal efficiency of the LFEC as a 
function of source temperature for various gases using different liquids as 
flooding agents. The hydrofluorocarbon refrigerants R-134a and R-410A were 
not considered with thermal oil Therminol VP1 as the flooding agent in the results 
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of Figure 3-3. This was because Therminol VP1’s high vapor pressure led to 
condensation of the hydrofluorocarbons in the low temperature side of the cycle. 
From the plots it can be seen that of the gases examined argon, helium, 
neon, and xenon typically provide the best cycle performance regardless of the 
flooding agent. The degree of improvement in cycle performance using these 
gases compared to that of the LFEC using nitrogen varies between flooding 
agents. When using Duratherm LT or NaK as flooding agents, a near 5% 
improvement in thermal efficiency can be gained through using xenon as the 
working gas. When using Therminol VP1 as the flooding agent, an improvement 
of 10% in thermal efficiency can be gained through using xenon. However due to 
the much lower cost of nitrogen in comparison to these other gases, nitrogen was 
chosen as the working gas for the experimental testing. 
 
Figure 3-2: Thermal efficiency of the LFEC using various working gases with  




Figure 3-3: Thermal efficiency of the LFEC using various working gases with  
Therminol VP1 as the flooding agent. 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Thermal efficiency of the LFEC using various working gases with  
the molten alloy NaK as the flooding agent. 
 
Multiple flooding liquids were investigated as candidates for the LFEC 
power cycle. Unlike when operating as a cooler, the flooding liquid for the LFEC 
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for CSP applications must be capable of tolerating elevated temperatures. To 
some degree, this could be influenced by raising the system pressure above the 
liquid’s vapor pressure. However, various liquids undergo thermal breakdown 
after prolonged exposure to high temperatures imposing a cap on feasible 
operation temperatures.  
Another concern when choosing a liquid is its ability to operate over the 
entire temperature range of the cycle. This means that in addition to not boiling at 
high temperatures, it must resist solidification at low temperatures. In theory, it 
would be possible to use two separate liquids in the LFEC, one suited for high 
temperature operation on the expansion side and another capable of low 
temperature operation on the compression side. In practice, some fluid carryover 
may occur through the regenerator and solidify, leading to potential damage in 
the compressor and blockage of the heat exchangers. For this reason, it would 
be preferable to use a single liquid for both high and low temperature flooding. 
Figure 3-5 illustrates the optimized LFEC power cycle performance for 
various thermal oils used as flooding liquids with Nitrogen as the working gas. 
For each liquid, the minimum cycle pressure is set equal to the greater of the 
liquids vapor pressure or the atmospheric pressure. 
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Figure 3-5: Thermal efficiency of LFEC with various flooding agents using 
nitrogen as the working gas. 
 
As shown in Figure 3-5, there is a great deal of variability between the 
performances of the LFEC with various thermal oils. This variability can be 
partially explained by differences between their respective vapor pressures and 
specific heats. Table 3-1 shows the vapor pressures and specific heats of the 
various liquids at a temperature of 300OC. As the specific heat increases, the 
amount of liquid needed to be pumped in order achieve an equivalent isothermal 
effect is decreased. This lowers the losses associated with pumping and 
increases overall cycle efficiency. The differences in vapor pressure have an 
influence over the minimum pressure allowable in each cycle, which in turn 
changes the amount of pumping work required to move the liquid throughout 






















Therminol 62 Therminol VP1
Therminol 72 Duratherm LT
(hot) Therminol-75/ (cold) Therminol-62
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each system. The pumping work for an incompressible liquid from pressure P1 to 
P2 is given by  
       ̇ (      )                      (3.21) 
     (  )         (3.22) 
       ̇   (    )        .             (3.23) 
By substituting the Pressure Ratio (Pr) into the equation, it becomes evident that 
for a given pressure ratio the pumping work increases linearly with the low side 
pressure P1. 
Table 3-1: Vapor pressure of investigated thermal oils evaluated at 300OC. 
Thermal Oil Specific Heat 
Capacity (kJ/kg-K) 
Vapor Pressure (kPa) 
Therminol 62 2.54 56 
Therminol 72 2.31 160.79 
Therminol 75 2.29 46.7 
Therminol VP1 2.33 259 
Duratherm LT 3.044 53.9 
 
The increase of low side pressure has a detrimental influence on the 
thermal efficiency of the LFEC. However, increases in system pressure can 
improve the power density of the system. The mass flow rate through fixed 
volume ratio machines can be characterized by the suction volume, the fluid 
density and the operation frequency of the device. This mass flow rate correlates 
to the work consumed or produced by the component as shown by  
 ̇             (3.24) 
    ̇  .       (3.25) 
For a fixed volume ratio machine operating at a set speed, an increase in the 
system density will correspond to an increase in work consumed or produced. 
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With density being proportional to pressure, this means an increase in system 
pressure leads to an increase in power density. 
As with all heat engines, as the temperature range over which they 
operate increases, so does their thermal efficiency. Unlike thermal oils which 
tend to break down at temperatures above 400OC, molten salts and molten 
metals are capable of operating at temperatures in excess of 500OC.This makes 
molten fluids highly attractive flooding agents for reaching extremely high 
operating temperatures and high efficiencies. NaK, a sodium potassium alloy, is 
a molten alloy currently utilized by some CSP plants. There has also been 
extensive work into the investigation of molten salts as heat transfer fluids for 
nuclear reactors. This highlights the existence of devices capable of reliably 
storing and transporting molten materials. Some molten alloys, such as eutectic 
NaK, have relatively low melting points. This makes it possible to use such fluids 
as flooding agents in a single liquid LFEC. Figure 3-6 depicts the efficiency of the 
LFEC utilizing NaK as a flooding agent in comparison to the previously 
investigated thermal oils.  
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Figure 3-6: Thermal efficiency of LFEC with various flooding agents including 
Nak using nitrogen as the working gas. 
 
While in the same temperature range, the efficiency of the LFEC using 
NaK as a flooding agent is comparable to that of other thermal oils. The value of 
molten fluids is illustrated as the source temperature increases beyond 400OC. 
The benefits of higher operating temperatures highlight the importance of 
developing equipment capable of performing flooded expansion at elevated 
temperatures. For this experimental investigation, NaK was not considered as a 
flooding agent due to safety concerns over its potential for explosive reactions 
when mixed with water and the laboratory’s inexperience with working with such 
fluids. This left thermal oils as the next most favorable candidates for high 
efficiency cycles. Duratherm LT was chosen as the flooding agent for use in this 
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NaK
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experimental investigation. It provided comparable cycle performance to the 
other thermal oils studied, while doing so at lower temperatures and pressures. 
 The results of the modeling studies were used to develop design criteria 
for an expander. The goal was to find an expander with characteristics that would 
allow for the efficient operation of the LFEC under multiple conditions and with 
multiple flooding agents. Of greatest importance was the device’s maximum 
allowable operating temperature. To allow for the testing over the range of most 
thermal oils an expander inlet temperature of at least 350OC was desired. Next 
was the device’s pressure limits. For the most part, the model predicted optimal 
high-side pressures below 1 MPa. As such, this pressure was chosen as the 
minimum pressure rating. Assuming no over or under expansion a volume ratio 
of approximately 2.0 was found to provide reasonably good performance over the 
range of thermal oils investigated.  
Upon developing these criteria a search was conducted for fixed volume 
machines with similar characteristics. Scroll and screw machines were the 
primary types of devices considered due to their previous use in two-phase and 
flooded expansion. Due to the limited capabilities of the Herrick Laboratories, it 
was determined that most commercial screw machines would probably be too 
large to properly test in house. As such, scroll machines were chosen as the 
most suitable device for the flooded expansion test stand. After searching 
through multiple manufacturers, the high operating temperature proved to be the 
most restrictive criteria, which prevented the use of off the shelf scroll devices. It 
was decided that a custom scroll expander needed to be fabricated in order to 
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carry out high temperature test. Air Squared, a manufacturer of commercial scroll 
compressors and expanders, entered into a partnership with this project to 
develop a high temperature scroll expander. Utilizing one of their existing models 
as a starting point, they incorporated the aforementioned design criteria into a 
custom scroll expander for high temperature flooding. Figure 3-7 contains images 
of the custom scroll expander. 
 
       
Figure 3-7: Front and back view of Air Squared prototype high temperature scroll 
expander.
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CHAPTER 4.  EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
4.1 Design of the Test Rig 
A test matrix, as shown in Table 4-1, was developed in order to guide the 
design of the experimental setup. In addition to aiding in the sizing of 
components, developing the test matrix also helped to identify the necessary 
controls, which needed to be included in the system in order to achieve various 
system conditions. The parameters that were chosen to vary were the expander 
inlet temperature, inlet and outlet pressure, rotational speed, and flooding ratio. 
The maximum expander speed chosen for this initial analysis was 1800 RPM. 
This was done due to concerns voiced by Air Squared over operating at higher 
speeds with the prototype device. 
Table 4-1: Test matrix used for system sizing. 






200 400 200 1800 5 
200 400 200 1800 8 
200 400 200 1800 10 
200 400 200 800 5 
200 400 200 800 8 
200 400 200 800 10 
200 800 400 1800 5 
200 800 400 1800 8 
200 800 400 1800 10 
200 800 400 800 5 
200 800 400 800 8 
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Table 4-1 Continued. 
200 800 400 800 10 
300 400 200 1800 5 
300 400 200 1800 8 
300 400 200 1800 10 
300 400 200 800 5 
300 400 200 800 8 
300 400 200 800 10 
300 800 400 1800 5 
300 800 400 1800 8 
300 800 400 1800 10 
300 800 400 800 5 
300 800 400 800 8 
300 800 400 800 10 
 
The layout for the high temperature flooded expansion load stand is shown 
in Figure 4-1. Excluding the added instrumentation, there are a few notable 
changes between this arrangement and that of the LFEC as shown in Figure 1-2. 
These changes are the use of an open cycle with a nitrogen cylinder instead of a 
compressor, gas heaters, a liquid regenerator, and a bearing cooling loop. 
Rather than the full LFEC, an open system arrangement was believed to be 
simpler to construct, as the goal was solely to test the expander performance. As 
such, rather than a closed loop with a compressor, an external source was used 
to supply the pressurized gas. Though nitrogen was identified as a suitable 
working gas for the LFEC, air was initially chosen as the working gas for the 
system. This was due to air being composed primarily of nitrogen and the ease of 
obtaining an electric air compressor to provide a continuous supply of air. 
However, oxidation was discovered to be a potential concern. Duratherm LT, like 
most thermal oils, is susceptible to oxidation at elevated temperatures. It was 
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suspected that the turbulent mixing within the expander would only accelerate 
this process should oxygen get into the system. Upon oxidizing, the oil develops 
sludge. If not handled correctly this sludge can eventually clog the system and 
cause machinery to seize. The use of Nitrogen helps to overcome this issue, by 
ensuring oxygen is rarely in contact with the oil. For this reason nitrogen 
cylinders were chosen to provide the pressurized gas even though they would 
ultimately limit the duration of any test. 
A process air heater was chosen to warm the incoming gas before mixing 
with the oil. In the initial LFEC configuration this is accomplished by a 
regenerator. Such an arrangement was investigated; however a suitable gas 
regenerator in the desired size and temperature range for the given setup could 
not be obtained. As such, an electric heater was chosen to replace the 
regenerator. Similarly, a pump capable of handling the desired temperatures 
could not be found in a suitable capacity for our purposes. In addition the mass 
flow instruments readily available for the test stand could not operate at 
temperatures above approximately 180OC. To overcome this issue, the oil path 
was divided into a hot segment and a cold segment with a regenerator in 
between the two segments. After cooling, the oil could be easily pumped and its 
mass flow measured before returning it to higher temperatures. Air Squared 
requested that a supply of cool oil be continually injected into the expander’s 
bearings to help reduce wear on the machine. The division of the oil loop into a 




Figure 4-1: Diagram of high temperature flooded expansion test stand. 
 
4.1.1 Component Sizing 
After deciding on the configuration for the test stand, proper sizing of the 
components was necessary to ensure the desired test conditions could be 
achieved. With the expander being the central component, all other aspects of 
the test stand were designed to provide the necessary flow and heat input to 
supply the expander at the operating conditions outlined in Table 4-1. To do this 
a thermodynamic model specific to this arrangement was developed in order to 
determine required component capacities and pressure drops throughout the 
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system for line sizing. The model was developed using Python and CoolProp 
(Bell et al. 2014) for the thermodynamic property data. This was a component 
based model similar to that used for modeling the full LFEC, with various 
components rearranged to match the test stand configuration. Tabulated 
thermophysical property data provided by manufacturers was used to derive 
equations for the properties of the flooding agent. Curve fitting routines available 
in Microsoft Excel allowed for the generation of algebraic expressions from the 
tabulated data. The property equations derived from the thermophysical property 
tables of Duratherm LT with temperature expressed in Kelvin were  
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The parameters assumed in the model are shown in Table 4-2. Upon 
specifying operating conditions, all state points throughout the cycle could be 
determined. After running the model for each operating condition, a range for the 
size of each component was determined. Table 4-3 shows the minimum and 
maximum model predictions for the capacities and flow rates in the system. 
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Using these values various vendors were contacted in order to source 
appropriate devices. 
Table 4-2: Parameters chosen for flooded expansion test stand modeling. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Expander Isentropic Efficiency 0.8 [-] 
Expander Volumetric Efficiency 1 [-] 
Pump Isentropic Efficiency 0.7 [-] 
Oil Regenerator Effectiveness 0.80 [-] 
Oil Fraction going to Bearing Cooling 0.05 [-] 
 
Table 4-3: Model predictions for test stand flow rates and capacities. 
Description Value Unit 
Liquid Flow Rate [ 0.001 – 0.01] [kg/s] 
Liquid Flow Rate [0.03 – 0.3] [gpm] 
Gas Flow Rate [ 0.0001 – 0.005] [kg/s] 
Gas Heater [90 – 520] [W] 
Liquid Heater [0.2 – 2.2] [kW] 
Liquid Regenerator [0.7 – 7.6] [kW] 
Pump Work Input [0.5 – 11] [W] 
Expander Work Output [30 – 160] [W] 
 
From Table 4-3 it can be seen that the expander work output is fairly small. 
This is a result of the small mass flow rate flowing through the device. The 
nitrogen has a fairly low density at the temperatures and pressures under 
investigation and as such for a fixed displacement volume, total mass rate will 
also be low. 
4.1.2 Major Component Selection 
4.1.2.1 Pump 
As previously mentioned the test stand was initially envisioned to more 
closely mimic the layout of the LFEC. This would require the use of a pump after 
the high temperature expander that is able to provide a pressure lift of at least 
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100 psi, operate at temperatures above 300OC, and is able to provide flow rates 
between the ranges of 0.03 - 0.3 gpm. A number of pumps investigated for this 
purpose fell short in at least one of these criteria.  
Centrifugal hot oil pumps were found to be capable of handling the 
pressure lift and temperatures. However, they were vastly oversized and would 
present challenges for accurately controlling the flow in the ranges desired. 
Various gear pumps were identified that would be capable of handling the 
required temperatures and providing the necessary flow control. When consulting 
with manufacturers, it was unfortunately discovered that due to the low viscosity 
of the thermal oil at high temperatures, the pumps would not be given the 
required hydrodynamic sealing in order to provide the necessary pressure lift. 
Diaphragm pumps were also investigated. These devices utilize a flexible 
membrane/diaphragm to alter the volume in a cavity to produce flow. A 
diaphragm pump in the required size and capable of handling the temperature 
and pressure requirements was identified through a vendor. Unfortunately, the 
cost of the device was prohibitively expensive.  
After a fruitless search for suitable high temperature pumps, it was 
decided that a cooling loop would be placed in the system. In addition to 
simplifying the pump selection, this would also simplify the selection of 
measurement instrumentation. The pump chosen for the system was a Viking 
C432 intermeshing gear pump as shown in Figure 4-2. With a nominal flow rating 
of 0.5 GPM at 1800 RPM, ability to provide pressure lifts of 100 psi, and high 
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temperature limits of approximately 100OC, this pump was deemed suitable for 
this application. 
 
Figure 4-2: Viking C432 gear pump used to pump the thermal oil. 
 
4.1.2.2 Separator 
The separator initially chosen for the test stand was recycled from a 
previous load stand for an Organic Rankine Cycle with Solution Circuit 
(Krishna,2012). The separator was made in house and fabricated using two 
hollow pressure vessels in parallel. The gas-liquid mixture would enter through 
the top of each vessel and was fed to the bottom using a dip tube. A series of 
holes were placed along the length of the tube to allow the mixture to exit. The 
gas and liquid phases were separated by gravity, with the gas exiting through the 
top of the vessels and the liquid through the bottom. A diagram of the separator 
design is shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3: Diagram of separator design scavenged from Organic Rankine Cycle 
with Solution Circuit. (Krishna, 2012). 
 
After the first series of test, it was found that the separator was not 
performing as well as desired and too much oil was leaving the system. A new 
separator was acquired in order to address this issue. The separator selected 
was an S-5187 helical oil separator manufactured by Henry Technologies. An 
internal view of the separator is shown in Figure 4-4. The helical spirals create a 
centrifugal action, which aid in the separation of the oil and gas. The gas then 
exits through the top of the device while the oil collects at the bottom. Normally a 
buoyancy driven valve would be used to control the oil level in the separator. The 
port to this valve was sealed off and a new port was fabricated into the base of 
the separator. This was to allow for a higher mass flow rate of oil to pass through 
the separator as well as to avoid any issues associated with damage that could 
occur to the valve assembly through high temperature operation. 
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Figure 4-4: Internal view of S-5187 helical oil separator. 
 
4.1.2.3 Heat Exchangers 
Three heat exchangers were employed to facilitate the control of the oil 
temperature in various parts of the cycle. These heat exchangers were the liquid 
heater, cooler, and regenerator. Concentric tube spiral heat exchangers recycled 
from the Organic Rankine Cycle with Solution Circuit (Krishna, 2012) were 
initially investigated for these roles. These consisted of two larger heat 
exchangers (model DTC-CUB/CUC-8-1-1) and one smaller heat exchanger 
(model DTC-CUA/CUB-6-1-1) all developed by Sentry Equipment and shown in 
Figure 4-5. In order to determine the suitability of these heat exchangers, a 
numerical model of the concentric tube heat exchangers was developed. The 
model divided the heat exchanger into multiple segments. In each segment the 
local heat transfer was determined utilizing heat transfer coefficients found in 
(Dirker & Meyer, 2003). Utilizing performance data provided by Sentry Equipment, 
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the accuracy of the model was evaluated. As shown in Figure 4-6, the model 
proved able to predict the total heat transfer within 8%. 
 
Figure 4-5: Sentry concentric tube heat exchangers scavenged from Organic 
Rankine Cycle with Solution Circuit. (Krishna, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Relative error on heat transfer prediction of concentric tube heat 
exchanger model. 
 



















Using this model it was found that even utilizing both DTC-CUB/CUC-8-1-
1 model heat exchangers in series would not provide sufficient heat transfer for 
oil regeneration. For this reason plate heat exchangers were investigated for use 
as regenerators. Multiple plate heat exchangers rated for the given operating 
temperatures were identified. Due to the large temperature gradient, the vendors 
of these heat exchangers believed that thermal stresses over a single unit would 
be too great and potentially damage the heat exchanger. Ultimately, two 
B15Hx17/2P-SN-S 2*22U SWEP plate heat exchangers arranged in series were 
chosen for use in the load stand. These brazed plate heat exchangers were 
constructed of a Nickel alloy and provided a heat transfer area of 0.51m2. With 
the acquisition of the plate heat exchangers, the two larger DTC-CUB/CUC-8-1-1 
Sentry spiral heat exchangers were put in series to serve as the oil heater and 
the smaller DTC-CUA/CUB-6-1-1 model was used as the oil cooler. 
 
Figure 4-7: Drawing of plate heat exchangers used for oil regeneration. 
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4.1.2.4 Heaters and Temperature Control 
Two heat inputs were required to operate the flooded expansion test stand. 
The role of one heater was to warm the nitrogen before it mixed with the oil and 
entered the expander. Another heater was required for reheating the oil to 
recover the energy lost through expansion and regeneration. Process air heaters 
were chosen for these applications due to their low cost and ease of integration 
into the system. An AHP-7652 process air heater from Omega Engineering Inc. 
was chosen as the preheater for the nitrogen. With a power of 700 W and a max 
temperature of 540OC, it was deemed sufficient to satisfy the required nitrogen 
heating loads. An HA-24 process air heater manufactured by HotWatt was 
investigated for heating the oil. This process air heater had a capacity of 3 kW 
and could operate at a maximum temperature of 500OC. The model developed 
for analyzing the sentry spiral heat exchangers was used to verify that the HA-24 
air heater could provide the necessary flow to sufficiently warm the oil. To obtain 
accurate control over the gas and oil temperatures, SL4824-RR temperature 
controllers in conjunction with AD-SSR625-AC-280A solid state relays were 
acquired from AutomationDirect and installed with the heaters. 
 
 
Figure 4-8: The 700W AHP-7652 heater for warming the nitrogen (left) and the  
3 kW HA-24 heater for heating the thermal oil (right). 
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4.1.2.5 Electric Motors 
Electric motors and variable frequency drive (VFD) motor controllers were 
used in order to control the rotational speeds of the expander and the pump. The 
pump was directly driven by a Baldor RM3010 ½ HP motor. A GS2-10P2 VFD 
from AutomationDirect provided speed control up to 1800 RPM in tenth of Hz 
increments. The expander was coupled inline to a Leeson C42T17NB2A ½ HP 
electric motor. An ID15H201-E Baldor VFD was used to control the speed of the 
expander in 1 Hz increments. The power produced by the expander was 
dissipated by the VFD though a resistive heater. 
 
Figure 4-9: Pump motor VFD (left) and expander motor VFD (right). 
 
4.1.3 System Layout 
Figure 4-12 depicts a detailed plumbing arrangement of the flooded 
expansion test stand including various valves, components, and bypass lines 
used for system control. After identifying all of the necessary components a 3D 
CAD model was created in order to aid in the physical layout of the test stand 
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and selection of fittings. Figure 4-10 depicts an overview of the test stand 3D 
model. When laying out components, consideration was given to the best way to 
handle two-phase flow. Whenever oil and gas are mixed together in the plumbing, 
they are always travelling downwards or horizontally to reduce the chances for oil 
to pool. Doing this resulted in the expander being placed near the highest point of 
the system. In order for the separator to be at a lower level than the expander 
and to make room for the oil cooling loop, the expander had to be placed at a 
height of 6 feet from the ground. Care was also taken to ensure all valves 




Figure 4-10: CAD model of flooded expansion test stand to help in the layout of 
components and fabrication. 
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4.1.4 Data Acquisition 
The load stand was outfitted with various sensors and instrumentation to 
assist in the control of system conditions as well as the evaluation of the 
expander’s performance. Two flow meters were used in the liquid flow line. This 
was to obtain a measure of the amount of oil flowing to the expander to cool the 
bearings. High accuracy flow sensors in the low flow ranges that were expected 
for the bearing cooling were fairly expensive. As such an Omega FTB-421 
turbine flow meter was used upstream of the Coriolis-effect mass flow meter and 
the difference of the two measurements was used to derive a measure of the 
bearing cooling oil flow. Table 4-4 gives an overview of the number and type of 
sensors used in the system. The uncertainty of each measurement is shown in 
Table 4-5. Sensor outputs were read by an HP 1300A mainframe using HP 
E1347A multiplexer modules. Agilent drivers allowed for communication with 
National Instrument’s Labview where a virtual instrument interface was used to 
interoperate and record the data. 
 
Table 4-4: Overview of sensors embedded in the load stand. 
Description # of Sensors Signal  Range 
Thermocouples [ T ] 
Omega Type-T  8 Voltage -270  400 OC 
Omega Type-J  1 Voltage -210  1200 OC 
Pressure Transducers [ P ] 
Omega PX176-500S5V 2 Voltage 0 – 500 psi 
Flow Meters 
MicroMotion CMF010 – 
measuring mg 





Table 4-4 Continued. 
MicroMotion DS025 – 
measuring mL 
1 Current 0 – 0.18 kg/s 
Omega FTB-421 - 
measuring volL 
1 Frequency 0.03 – 0.66 gpm 
Torque [ 𝛕 ] 
SensorDevelopments - 
01324-012  
1 Voltage 0-100 in-lbs. 
 
Table 4-5: Measurement uncertainty on test stand sensors. 
Measurement Uncertainty 
T (OC) P (kPa) mg (kg/s) mL (kg/s) volL (gpm) 𝛕 (Nm)   Hz 
±1OC ±34 ±0.35% ±1.6% ±3% ±0.06 ±0.01 
 
 
4.2 Experimental Program 
The experimental program began with a series of shakedown tests. These 
were done in order to refine operating procedures, identify issues with equipment, 
and better understand the limitations of the load stand. No data was collected 
during this phase. After the shakedown phase, a total of 13 steady state test 
points were collected. These points were used to analyze the performance of the 
prototype expander. The results of these tests are shown later in this section. 
 Through the shakedown period, it became evident that the load stand 
would not be able to achieve all of the test states in the initial test matrix. The 
greatest difficulty was achieving expander inlet temperatures of 300OC. The 
cause of this was attributed to three main factors: leakage, heat loss to the 
ambient and undersized components. For the initial system modeling a 
volumetric efficiency of unity was assumed for the expander. Previous 
experiments with flooded components showed that volumetric efficiency 
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increased with an increase in oil flooding ratio. The oil flooding ratios planned for 
these test were notably larger than those of previous experiments. This 
knowledge led to the assumption that leakage would be minimal. During the 
shakedown tests, leakage was found to be substantially greater than expected. 
This meant that both gas and oil flow rates would need to be increased in order 
to achieve the state points outlined in Table 4-1. For heaters of fixed capacities, 
this meant that the outlet temperatures would not be as high as originally 
predicted.  
In addition to internal leakage in the expander it was also found that that 
the assumption of adiabatic components and piping was not very representative 
of the actual system. Although a large amount of fiberglass insulation was added 
to the system there were still sections where fixtures anchored components to 
the test bench that conducted heat away from the system. Due to a large 
temperature gradient between the working fluids and the ambient and the 
relatively disperse nature of the test stand, these losses were believed to be non-
trivial. Failing to account for these losses led to the under sizing of the heaters. 
Through measurements of the voltage and current drawn by the large process air 
heater used for warming the oil, it was found that only 2.4 kW of heat input were 
provided. This represents only 80% of the expected 3 kW heat input. This loss 
also was believed to contribute to an inability to reach 300OC at the necessary 
flow rates. 
Another issue identified was running a single test long enough to reach 
steady state operating conditions. The duration of each particular test was limited 
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due to the use of compressed nitrogen. For tests with lower flow rates the 
expander would barely reach steady state by the time all of the nitrogen was 
consumed. A solution devised for this was to run as many tests as possible 
consecutively. By starting a test while the system was still warm steady operating 
conditions were reached much sooner. Another possible solution would have 
been to use a manifold to run multiple cylinders in parallel. 
 After gaining a better understanding of the system capabilities through the 
shakedown phase, a series of experiments were conducted to ascertain the 
expander’s performance at the conditions achievable by the current setup. Table 
4-6 list the approximate system conditions achieved in order of decreasing 
expander inlet temperature. 
 
Table 4-6: Overview of experimental program. 
Inlet Temperature [C] Inlet Pressure 
[kPa] 
Speed [Hz] Flooding Ratio 
(mL/mg) 
200 400 20 4 
200 370 20 4 
190 300 20 0 
170 400 30 3 
170 400 30 5 
170 500 20 6 
160 400 20 8 
160 350 20 0 
160 400 30 1 
150 400 30 8 
150 450 30 2 
20 300 10 20 
 
Using the measured data, the work output, adiabatic efficiency, and 
volumetric efficiency for the expander were derived. Uncertainty propagation as 
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defined by Taylor & Kuyatt (1994) was executed through EES to determine the 
total uncertainty on these calculated parameters. This method represented by  
    √∑ (
  
   
)    
        (4.7) 
gave the total uncertainty on the derived quantity (Uy) as the sum of squares of 
the change in the derived quantity (Y) with respect to the measured quatity (X) 
times the square of the uncertainty on the measured quantity (Ux) for each 
measured quantity used to calculate the derived quantity. 
The actual shaft power output (Wsh) was calculated using 
      τω       (4.8) 
 and the measured torque (τ) and expander speed (ω). The uncertainty of this 
measurement was represented 
     √(
   
  
)   
   (
   
  
)   
 .        (4.9) 
The adiabatic efficiency was determined by comparing the measured shaft 
power to the power output that would be produced if the oil gas mixture 
expanded isentropically from the suction pressure to the exhaust pressure. The 
isentropic power was calculated using 
          (           )               (4.10) 
               (          )                   (4.11) 
 ̇    ̇   [     (           )        (          )]       




The uncertainty in the adiabatic efficiency was found using 
     √(
   
   
)    
   (
   
   
)    
  .   (4.13) 
The expander volumetric efficiency was calculated by comparing the ideal 
flow rate (mid) assuming no leakage and the actual flow rate. Homogeneous flow 
was assumed to calculate a mixture density at the expander’s suction port. The 
gas-oil mixture density was found using 
   (        (         )                (         ) )
  .  (4.14) 
 The expander’s suction volume (Vsuc) according to Air Squared of 9.96577 cm
3 
was used in conjunction with the mixture density and the expander speed to find 
a theoretical flow rate by 
 ̇           .     (4.15) 
Using these values and the measured flow rate, the volumetric efficiency was 
found using  
    
 ̇  
 ̇    
 .     (4.16) 
The uncertainty on the measurement of the volumetric efficiency was calculated 
by 
     √(
   
   
)    
   (
   
      
)       
  .  (4.17) 
The values of expander power, adiabatic efficiency, and volumetric 
efficiency derived through the experimental results are shown in Figure 4-13 to 
Figure 4-15. From these plots it can be seen that the expander produced very 
low adiabatic efficiencies during the series of test. One potential cause for the 
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poor measured performance appeared to be high leakage losses resulting in 
generally poor volumetric efficiency. The low volumetric efficiency seems 
counterintuitive given the large amounts of oil being inserted into the expander, 
which should help to seal gaps. From Figure 4-15 there appears to be a slight 
trend of increased volumetric efficiency with increasing flooding ratios and 
rotational speeds. At higher rotational speeds the amount of flow contributing to 
shaft work relative to that flowing through the leakage paths increases. This 
results in higher volumetric efficiencies. The adiabatic efficiency does not exhibit 
similar trends with flooding ratios or rotational speeds. This could partially have 
been due to changes in viscous losses and pressure drop losses at different 
operating conditions; however the cause of this was not fully understood.  
 
Figure 4-13: Experimental values for the expander shaft power and 
measurement uncertainty. 
 


























Figure 4-14: Experimental values of the expander adiabatic efficiency and 
measurement uncertainty. 
 
Figure 4-15: Experimental values of the expander volumetric efficiency and 
measurement uncertainty. 
 
Being unable to determine the cause of the poor performance Air Squared 
was contacted to assist in the troubleshooting. It was at this point that various 




















































errors were discovered in the design process of the expander. A breakdown in 
communication had occurred and the expander was not customized exactly per 
our specifications. The most substantial difference was the actual volume ratio of 
the scroll expander. Our initial specifications required a volume ratio of 2. 
However, the actual machine possessed a volume ratio of 5.7. Air Squared 
believed that this led to large overexpansion losses as well as improper sealing 
of the expansion chambers. In order to operate the prototype expander at these 
conditions major changes would need to be made to the test rig. Being that many 
components were already slightly undersized due to heat losses, the near 3 fold 
increase in component capacities needed to test at suitable conditions for the 
actual expander volume ratio was deemed infeasible during the allotted time of 
the experimental program. Though these issues prevented the operation at the 
initial design conditions, it was still possible to test flooded expansion in a scroll 




CHAPTER 5.  COMPARISON TO ALTERNATIVE CYCLES 
A number of power cycles have been proposed as alternatives for the 
subcritical Rankine cycles predominantly used in CSP plants. Upon gathering 
experimental data a semi empirical model of the scroll expander similar to that 
employed by Lemort (2008) was developed. By modeling the expander the hope 
was to get a more realistic view of how the LFEC’s performance utilizing this 
prototype device would compare to alternative CSP cycles. It was found, 
however, that due to operation far off from the design point of the expander, 
appropriate parameters could not be found to properly utilize the model. Instead 
a parametric analysis was carried out to assess cycle performance with 
components of various adiabatic efficiencies. 
 
5.1 Rankine Cycles 
The most common power cycle used in nearly all forms of power generation 
is the Rankine cycle. The Rankine cycle is a vapor power cycle in which sub-
cooled liquid is pressurized by a pump and sent to a boiler to be evaporated. The 
fluid is then sent through a turbine where work is extracted before being 
condensed and recycled. Some of the ways to improve the efficiency of these 
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cycles is to utilize reheating and feed-water heating (Cengel and Boles 2008). 
Reheating is applied to the gas after partial expansion from high pressure in a 
turbine. The fluid is reheated before continuing to be expanded in a low pressure 
turbine. Feedwater heating involves diverting some of the high temperature gas 
from the turbine to preheat the sub-cooled liquid being pumped. A diagram of a 
Rankine cycle with a single reheating stage and a single feedwater heater is 
shown in Figure 5-1. 
 
Figure 5-1: Rankine cycle with a single reheating and one feedwater heater. 
 
Thermodynamic models of various Rankine cycles were developed to 
investigate their performance at source temperatures of interest to CSP 
applications. In each model, water was used as the working fluid. A heat rejection 
temperature of 43OC was assumed to reflect typical dry cooling conditions in arid 
regions (U.S. Department of Energy, 2011). Sub cooling of 5OC was assumed at 
the pump inlet. In each cycle the outlet quality of the turbine was limited to being 
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greater than 0.9 in order to prevent damage to the turbine blades. A number of 
parameters were varied in each model to maximize the cycle’s thermal efficiency. 
In the simple Rankine cycle model, the overall cycle pressure was varied. In the 
Rankine cycle with reheat model, both the overall and intermediate pressure 
ratios between the turbines were varied to maximize cycle efficiency. For the 
reheat cycle with open feedwater heating two pressure ratios across the turbines 
and the mass flow fraction diverted to open feedwater heating were varied. 
Optimization routines in EES were used to carry out these optimizations. Results 
from these models are shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. The uses of 
reheating and feedwater heating provide substantial efficiency improvements 
over the simple Rankine cycle. This improvement appears to increase as 
component efficiency is increased. 
 
Figure 5-2: Comparison of various Rankine Cycle arrangements.  





Figure 5-3: Comparison of various Rankine Cycle arrangements.  
Assumed 90% adiabatic efficiency components. 
 
5.2 Brayton Cycles 
The ideal Brayton cycle is a gas cycle where gas is isentropically 
compressed and heated before isentropically expanding. Different methods have 
been devised to boost Brayton cycle efficiency. One method is to add 
regeneration between the compression and expansion stages. Reheating and 
intercooling are also methods that can be employed to approach more isothermal 
compression and expansion and boost cycle efficiency. 
Another method that is gaining more attention is the use of supercritical 
Brayton cycles. The supercritical Brayton cycle has a similar layout to a 
conventional Brayton cycle. It differs from conventional Brayton cycles in that it 
operates in the working fluid’s supercritical region. According to Dostál (2009), 
fluid property changes in the supercritical region reduce the compression work 
required, which allows for greater net-work output and higher thermal efficiencies. 
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Challenges arise when performing regeneration in the supercritical region. Large 
changes in fluid properties can lead to pinching within the regenerator as shown 
in Figure 5-4. Alternative system arrangements have been explored to overcome 
this shortcoming. One of the most promising arrangements is the recompression 
cycle depicted in Figure 5-5. In this configuration part of the flow is diverted and  
recompressed without cooling. The diverted flow is then inserted between two 
regeneration stages. In this manner, the cycle achieves overall higher 
regenerator effectiveness and higher cycle efficiencies. 
 
Figure 5-4: Regeneration of supercritical CO2. Due to Pinching total possible heat 





Figure 5-5: Recompression Supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle. 
 
Models were developed for a number of Brayton cycle configurations and a 
comparative analysis on the effect of the component efficiencies was carried out. 
As used for the Rankine cycle analysis, a heat rejection temperature of 43OC was 
chosen. The maximum regenerator effectiveness was 95%. A minimum pinch 
point of 5OC was enforced in each regenerator. The working fluid for the 
supercritical cycles is CO2 while the regular Brayton cycles use Air as the 
working fluid. Optimization using EES was again carried out to maximize cycle 
efficiency. For the simple Brayton and simple supercritical CO2 Brayton cycles, 
the system pressure ratio was varied for optimization. The cycles utilizing 
intercooling and reheating involved the optimization of the overall pressure ratio 
and the pressure ratios between the turbines and compressors. The 
recompression supercritical Brayton cycle results are based on optimization of 
the overall pressure ratio as well as the mass fraction diverted to the auxiliary 
compressor. The results of the analyses are shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. 
Supercritical cycles are generally more efficient than their non-supercritical 
counterparts. At higher temperatures with 90% efficient components intercooling 
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and reheating shows improved performance but still falls short of the efficiencies 
provided by the recompression supercritical cycle. 
 




Figure 5-7: Comparison of various Brayton cycles using components with 90% 
adiabatic efficiency. 
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5.3 Combined Cycles 
Combined cycles are thermodynamic cycles that consist of a mixture of two 
or more power cycles. Typically one cycle would serve as a high temperature 
topping cycle while the other would serve as a low temperature bottoming cycle. 
Combined cycles are utilized in a number of natural gas power plants. In general, 
a Brayton cycle would serve as the topping cycle while a steam Rankine cycle 
would be used as a bottoming cycle. The use of combined cycles has been 
proposed as potential power cycles for high temperature CSP plants (U.S. 
Department of Energy, 2012). Diagrams of a combined Brayton-Rankine power 
cycle are shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9.  
 
Figure 5-8: Combined cycle using Brayton without regeneration as topping cycle 





Figure 5-9: Combined cycle using Brayton with regeneration as topping cycle and 
Rankine as bottoming cycle. 
 
Thermodynamic models were developed for combined cycles with different 
working fluids and arrangements. In the cases without regenerators high, 
temperatures could be achieved in the Rankine cycles and such steam can be 
used as the working fluid. With the regenerator present high temperatures could 
not be reached in the Rankine cycle and an organic Rankine cycle using ethyl-
benzene as the working fluid was used as the bottoming cycle. In each model, a 
heat rejection temperature of 43OC was assumed. A minimum pinch point of 5OC 
was assumed in the Brayton cycle regenerator and in the heat exchanger 
between the Brayton and Rankine cycles. The parameters varied during the 
optimization of all cycles consisted of the pressure ratios in the Brayton and 
Rankine cycles as well as the mass flow ratio between the two cycles. The 
results of the optimizations are shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. In all 
cases, the studied supercritical Brayton cycles in conjunction with bottoming 








Figure 5-11: Thermal efficiency of Combined Cycles using 90% adiabatic 
efficiency components. 
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5.4 Alternative Liquid Flooding Arrangements 
The LFEC utilizes flooding on both the high temperature expansion and the 
low temperature compression side of the cycle. A brief investigation was 
performed to understand the relative importance of the flooding on each side to 
the overall cycle performance.  
A liquid-flooded compression cycle was modeled, which consisted of flooding 
solely on the compression side of the cycle and isentropic expansion similar to a 
Brayton cycle of the expansion side. This particular arrangement would eliminate 
the need for a high temperature compatible flooding liquid. Similarly the liquid-
flooded expansion cycle solely used flooding on the expansion side and 
isentropic compression on the compression side. Both single flooding 
arrangements would reduce system complexity.  
In all cases NaK was used as the flooding agent. A heat rejection 
temperature of 43OC was assumed along with a 95% effective regenerator. The 
overall pressure ratio and the flooding ratios were varied in order to optimize the 
thermal efficiency of each cycle at a given operating condition. The results of 
these models are shown in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13. From these graphs it 
can be seen that flooded compression or expansion alone can provide similar 
improvements compared to a regular Brayton cycle. When both flooded 
compression and expansion are combined in a full LFEC a much larger 




Figure 5-12: Comparison of various liquid-flooding arrangements assuming 80% 
adiabatic efficiency components. 
 
 
Figure 5-13: Comparison of various liquid-flooding arrangements assuming 90% 
adiabatic efficiency components. 
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5.5 Cycle Comparisons 
Utilizing the above models comparative plots were generated of the most 
efficient cycles from the Brayton, Rankine, liquid-flooded, and combined cycle 
groups. The performance of the LFEC is extremely sensitive to the efficiency of 
the components utilized in the cycle. With 80% efficient components the LFEC 
generally underperforms in comparison to the other cycles under investigation. 
However, when component efficiencies are increased to 90% the LFEC 
demonstrates some of the highest efficiencies. The LFEC surpasses 
Supercritical CO2 cycles around 350
OC and surpasses Rankine reheat cycles 
with open feedwater heating around 500OC. 
 
Figure 5-14: Comparison between various cycles using components with 80% 
adiabatic efficiency. 




























Figure 5-15: Comparison between various cycles using components with 90% 
adiabatic efficiency. 
 
The LFEC possesses other advantages over Rankine and supercritical CO2 
cycles in addition to potential improvements in thermal efficiency. One advantage 
is system simplicity. By directly utilizing the heat transfer fluid (HTF) heated by 
the solar radiation the LFEC removes the need for an intermediate heat 
exchanger between the power block and the HTF. The LFEC’s high temperature 
separator can also be utilized for thermal storage. Another advantage of the 
LFEC is reduced system pressures. Though dependent on the flooding liquid 
selection and desired power density, the LFEC could feasibly operate below 10 
bars. High efficiency Rankine and supercritical Brayton cycles can require 
pressures in excess of 200 bars. Lower pressures allow for thinner walled 
surfaces in the LFEC which should lead to increased heat transfer performance 
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with the solar field. These lower pressures also allow the compressor flooding 
liquid to be pumped directly to a load making the LFEC readily suitable for 
combined heat and power applications. 
The use of fixed volume ratio machines opens up new possibilities for CSP 
plants utilizing the LFEC. These devices are currently mass produced for the air 
conditioning and refrigeration industries. By using these devices, high efficiency 
low-cost packaged units can be developed, and a more distributed generation 
approach to CSP can be pursued.
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CHAPTER 6.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions 
The Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle as presented by Hugenroth (2006) has 
been investigated as a novel power cycle for concentrated solar thermal power 
generation. Flooded expansion has been previously investigated for waste heat 
recovery applications but little work has been done in regards to expansion at the 
higher temperatures of interest to concentrated solar thermal power generation. 
The work done here has taken a step towards better understanding high 
temperature flooded expansion and its potential for utilization in power cycles. 
Thermodynamic modeling was carried out to explore various working fluid 
pairs for use in the LFEC applied as a heat engine. The selection of liquids 
capable of operating over the entire temperature range of the cycle presents a 
unique challenge for the LFEC in this application. Fluid properties such as 
specific heat capacity and vapor pressure play a large role in determining the 
LFEC’s performance with one liquid versus another. Using these models design 
parameters for a high temperature scroll expander were developed and a 
prototype device was manufactured by Air Squared Inc. 
An experimental test rig was designed and fabricated in order to test the 
performance of a prototype high temperature scroll expander. Experiments were 
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performed with expander inlet temperatures exceeding 200OC and flooding ratios 
ranging from 0 to 20. The data collected during the experimental program 
revealed fairly poor adiabatic efficiencies produced by the expander. This was 
thought to be partially due to very poor volumetric efficiency. Upon further 
consulting with Air Squared Inc. it was discovered that the volume ratio of the 
manufactured prototype was not designed per the initial specifications. This led 
to significant overexpansion for the test conditions imposed on the device. This 
was believed to have negatively impacted the sealing mechanisms which 
contributed to the excessive leakage. Though unable to demonstrate high 
efficiencies as desired these test have taken a step towards demonstrating high 
temperature flooded expansion and provide a base upon which future 
development can take place. 
A parametric analysis was conducted in order to compare the performance of 
the LFEC to alternative power cycles currently in sure and under development for 
solar thermal power generation. These alternative cycles largely consisted of 
Rankine, Brayton, and combined cycles. From this analysis it was shown that for 
high component efficiencies the LFEC has the potential to provide higher thermal 
efficiencies at high source temperatures than other cycles currently under 
consideration.  
 
6.2 Future Work 
The need for high efficiency components is paramount to the viability of the 
LFEC as a power cycle for CSP applications. As such, more work needs to be 
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done in regards to understanding the capabilities of positive displacement 
machines operating with large oil flooding ratios. The current setup can be used 
to further investigate flooded expansion granted the prototype expander’s internal 
volume ratio is corrected or the capacity of the test rig is increased. These future 
tests can prove beneficial to the understanding of high temperature flooded 
expansion and can be used to further iterate on the design of the expander in 
order to achieve suitably high efficiencies.  
In addition to further experimental work, more detailed modeling can be 
done in regards to the expander and the overall thermodynamic cycle. More 
comprehensive expander models can allow for the identification of various losses 
within the scroll expander which can aid in the design process of future iterations. 
The integration of expander models into an overall cycle can also serve to 
produce more realistic predictions of the LFEC’s performance at different 
operating conditions. The Thermodynamic model currently assumes no gas 
dissolves in the liquid. In reality some equilibrium will exist between the two 
phases and depending on how this balance changes with operating conditions 
the performance of the LFEC can vary. A study on the mixture behavior of 
various gas and flooding agent pairs can also serve to produce more realistic 
model predictions for the LFEC. 
Higher operating temperatures are desirable for more efficient operation of 
the LFEC for CSP applications. This will eventually necessitate the transitions 
from thermal oils to molten salts or potentially liquid metals as high temperature 
flooding agents. Through identifying partners with experience working with these 
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types of fluids, flooded expansion tests can feasibly be performed at even higher 
temperatures. In addition to higher temperatures, larger power outputs will be 
required if the LFEC is to be practically implemented in a CSP system. To 
increase power output a transition from scroll to larger twin screw machines may 
be necessary. It is expected that working with screw machines will come with 
their own set of design challenges for efficient operation. As such, experimental 
work will need to be carried out in order to develop high efficiency flooded screw 
expanders and compressors.  
Much focus has been placed on optimizing the thermal efficiency of the 
LFEC serving as a power block for a CSP plant, but little attention has been 
given to the integration of the LFEC into a full system. Being that the heat 
transfer fluid will remain at fairly high temperatures due to the isothermal 
expansion, the effect this will have on collector efficiency should be studied. In 
addition the lack of a large temperature glide typical after the pump in Rankine 
cycles means that the LFEC may interact differently with conventional molten salt 
storage tanks. The effect this has on the CSP plant’s performance should also be 
investigated. This will led to a more comprehensive understanding of the LFEC’s 
potential for implementation in solar thermal power plants.
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Appendix A: Flooded Component Numerical Procedure 
6.4 Appendix A: Flooded Component Numerical Procedure 
A mass weighting is used to determine the thermodynamic properties of 
the mixture of gas and flooding liquid. By assuming thermomechanical 
equilibrium between the gas and the liquid the following procedure can be used 
to model flooded expansion given an isentropic efficiency. For flooded 
compression the work term must be adjusted accordingly. 
 
 




Appendix B: Data Acquisition 
6.5 Appendix B: Data Acquisition 
 
 





Appendix C: Electrical Power Connections 
6.6 Appendix C: Electrical Power Connections 
 
 





Appendix D: Experimental Data 
6.7 Appendix D: Experimental Data 
 
Table D-1: Experimental Data 
Run Tambient Tsuc Tex Psuc Pex mgas mliquid 
 [OC] [OC] [OC] [kPa-gage] [kPa-gage] [kg/s] [kg/s] 
1 24.68 157.34 138.73 245.61 106.69 0.0021 0.0000 
2 24.15 162.62 143.61 294.97 93.01 0.0018 0.0070 
3 23.92 150.33 122.72 306.36 104.49 0.0020 0.0043 
4 24.38 152.32 121.18 367.34 97.02 0.0030 0.0064 
5 23.83 156.96 128.17 295.94 105.51 0.0024 0.0028 
6 23.08 23.38 22.82 224.40 4.24 0.0008 0.0146 
7 23.74 154.39 144.98 309.48 60.30 0.0023 0.0176 
8 25.94 168.09 159.26 403.29 151.60 0.0024 0.0148 
9 25.54 168.22 157.25 302.39 54.42 0.0023 0.0121 
10 25.63 170.34 154.63 295.80 54.34 0.0023 0.0067 
11 26.84 204.70 184.82 295.58 67.85 0.0017 0.0077 
12 26.15 205.94 181.76 277.37 42.02 0.0017 0.0068 
13 25.94 187.85 109.59 196.73 39.29 0.0019 0.0000 
 







 [Hz] [Hz] [N-m] 
1 20.00 0.00 0.10 
2 20.00 15.00 0.25 
3 20.00 10.00 0.48 
4 30.00 15.00 0.65 
5 30.00 7.00 0.12 
6 10.00 30.00 0.62 
7 30.00 35.00 0.31 
8 20.00 30.00 0.41 
9 30.00 25.00 0.26 
10 30.00 15.00 0.33 
11 20.00 18.00 0.04 
12 20.00 15.00 0.08 





Appendix E: Code 
6.8 Appendix E: Code 
Liquid Flooded Ericsson Cycle (written in EES) 
Iterative procedures explicitly defined due to higher degree of robustness 
"!!**Fluid properties currently based on NaK**!!" 
FUNCTION c_l(T_c) 
 "Determines liquid specific heat based on temperature" 
 "T_c = converttemp(K,C,T_k)" 
 c_l=  2.822*T_c + 1486.423 "VP-1" 





 "Determines liquid internal energy based on temperature" 
 "T_c = converttemp(K,C,T_k)" 
 u_l= (1.411*T_c^2 + 1486.423*T_c) "VP-1" 





 "Determines oil density based on temperature" 





 "Determines oil entropy assuming incompressible liquid" 
 T_K = converttemp(C,K,T_c) 
 s_l = 2.822*(T_K - 298) +  715.344*ln(T_K/298) "VP-1" 





 "liquid enthalpy" 





 "determine liquid temp (K) from enthalpy" 
  













 f[i] = h[i] -h 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 











 "determine liquid temp (K) from entropy" 
  




 f[1] = s[1] -s 





 f[i] = s[i] -s 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 














"! Mixture temp given enthalpy" 
FUNCTION T_mix_h(gas$,h_mix,Pmix,y,T_guess) 
 "guess isentropic outlet" 
 T[1] = T_guess-2 




 "iterate to find mix temp" 
 h[1] = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T[1],P=Pmix) + y*h_l(T[1],Pmix))/(1+y) 
 f[1] = h[1] - h_mix 
 
 i=1 "array index" 
 
 REPEAT 
    i=i+1 
    h[i] = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T[i],P=Pmix) + y*h_l(T[i],Pmix))/(1+y) 
    f[i] = h[i] - h_mix 
    T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 










"! Mixture temp given entropy and composition" 
FUNCTION T_mix_s(gas$,s_mix,Pmix,y,T_guess) 
 "guess isentropic outlet" 
 T[1] = T_guess-2 
 T[2] = T_guess+2  
 
 "iterate to find mix temp" 
 s[1] = (entropy(gas$,T=T[1],P=Pmix) + y*s_l(T[1]))/(1+y) 
 f[1] = s[1] - s_mix 
 
 i=1 "array index" 
 
 REPEAT 
    i=i+1 
    "IF (T[i]<100) THEN T[i] = Random(50,350)" 
    s[i] = (entropy(gas$,T=T[i],P=Pmix) + y*s_l(T[i]))/(1+y) 
    f[i] = s[i] - s_mix 
    T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 















FUNCTION  Tmix(gas$,T_l_in,P_l_in,hg_in) 
 
"conversions" 
m_g = 1 
m_l = y 
 
 
"finds the resulting temperature of mixing gas and liquid" 
 ul_in = u_l(T_l_in) 
 rho_l = rho_l(T_l_in) 
 c_l = c_l(T_l_in) 
 h_l_in = ul_in + P_l_in/rho_l 
 H_in = m_g*hg_in + m_l*h_l_in " = (mg*hg_out + ml*hl_out)" 








 h_l[1] = u_l[1] + P_l_in / rho_l[1] 
 f[1] = m_g*h_g[1] + m_l*h_l[1] - H_in 







 h_l[i] = u_l[i] + P_l_in/ rho_l[i] 
 f[i] = m_g*h_g[i] + m_l*h_l[i] - H_in 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 














s1 = (entropy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) + y*s_l(T1))/(1+y) 
h1= (enthalpy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) + y*h_l(T1,P1))/(1+y) 
 
T2s = T_mix_s(gas$,s1,P2,y,T1) 




Ws = (1+y)*(h2s - h1) 
 
W_c = Ws/eta 
 
h2 = W_c/(1+y) + h1 
 











s1 = (entropy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) + y*s_l(T1))/(1+y) 
h1= (enthalpy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) + y*h_l(T1,P1))/(1+y) 
 
T2s = T_mix_s(gas$,s1,P2,y,T1) 
h2s = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T2s,P=P2) + y*h_l(T2s,P2))/(1+y) 
 
Ws = (1+y)*(h1 - h2s) 
 
W_e = Ws*eta 
 
h2 = h1 - W_e/(1+y)  
 































T10 = TC 
h10 = h_l(T10,P10) 




T11s = T_l_s(s10) 
h11s = h_l(T11s,P11) 
Wms = y_c*(h10 - h11s) 
W_m = Wms*eta_m 
h11 = h10 - W_m/y_c 
T11 = T_l(h11,P11) 
 
"iterate on comp inlet temp" 
 T8[1] = TC+2 










h1 = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T8[i],P=P8) + y_c*h_l(T11,P11))/(1+y_c) 
T1 = T_mix_h(gas$,h1,P1,y_c,T11) 
 
"Flooded Compression" 
T2 = FloodCompT(gas$,T1,P1,P2,y_c,eta_c) 
h2 = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T2,P=P2) + y_c*h_l(T2,P2))/(1+y_c) 





h9 = h_l(T9,P9) 
 
 
"Iterate on Expander Outlet temp" 
 
 T7[1] = TH-2 










h7 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T7[j],P=P7) 
h3 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T3,P=P3) 
 
"Regenerator" 
Q_regen = epsilon_regen*MIN(h7 - enthalpy(gas$,T=T3,P=P7), enthalpy(gas$,T=T7[j],P=P3) - 
h3) 
h4 = h3 + Q_regen 
h8 = h7 - Q_regen 
T4 = temperature(gas$,h=h4,P=P4) 








h5 = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T4,P=P4) + y_e*h_l(T14,P14))/(1+y_e) 




T6 = FloodExpT(gas$,T5,P5,P6,y_e,eta_e) 
h6 = (enthalpy(gas$,T=T6,P=P6) + y_e*h_l(T6,P6))/(1+y_e) 





h12 = h_l(T12,P12) 
T7_check = T6 
 
"expander outlet check" 
 IF (j=1) THEN 
    g[1] = T7[j] - T7_check 
 ENDIF 
 
 IF (j>1) THEN 
    g[j] = T7[j] - T7_check 
    T7[j+1]=T7[j]-(g[j]*(T7[j]-T7[j-1]))/(g[j]-g[j-1]) 
 ENDIF 
 





"comp inlet check" 
 IF (i=1) THEN 
    f[1] = T8[i] - T8_check 
 ENDIF 
 
 IF (i>1) THEN 
    f[i] = T8[i] - T8_check 
88 
 
    T8[i+1]=T8[i]-(f[i]*(T8[i]-T8[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 ENDIF 
 






T13s = T_l_s(s12) 
h13s = h_l(T13s,P13) 
Wps = y_e*(h13s - h12) 
W_p = Wps/eta_p 
h13 = W_p/y_e + h12 
T13 = T_l(h13,P13) 
 
 
Q_in = y_e*(h14 - h13) 
Q_out = y_c*(h9-h10) 
W_net = W_e+W_m-W_c-W_p 
 
 
E_bal = W_e+W_m+Q_out - W_c - W_p - Q_in 
 
eta_thermal=W_net / Q_in 
 
C_dot_c  = y_c*(c_l(T1)/cp(gas$,T=T1,P=P1)) 
C_dot_e  = y_e*(c_l(T5)/cp(gas$,T=T5,P=P5)) 
 
backwork = (W_e+W_m) / ( W_c - W_p) 
 
WnetEC  = W_e - W_c 
WnetPM = W_p - W_m 
 
v_expIn =  (volume(gas$,T=T6,P=P6) + y_e*1/rho_l(T6))/(1+y_e) 
PowerM3 = (W_net / v_expIn)*convert(cm^3,m^3) 
 








P_ratio = PH/PL 
 









Rankine Cycle with Reheat and Open Feedwater Heating (written in EES) 
"determine the max pressure drop needed for outlet quality above 0.9" 
PROCEDURE SAT_Turbine(R$,x_outlet, h_in,P_in,s_in,eta_turbine,PR_pump : h_out, 
P_out,x_out) 
 
 P_out = P_in/PR_pump 
 h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P_out,s=s_in) 
 h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
 
 x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P_out) 
 
 
IF x_out < x_outlet THEN 
 
"guess increased turbine outlet pressure and check quality" 
 
P[1] = P_out + 100 "initial guesses" 
P[2] = P_out + 500 
 
h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P[1],s=s_in) 
h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P[1]) 
f[1] = x_out - x_outlet 
 
i=1 "array index" 
 




h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P[i],s=s_in) 
h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P[i]) 
f[i] = x_out - x_outlet 
 
P[i+1]=P[i]-(f[i]*(P[i]-P[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) "next pressure guess" 
 























T_amb = 43 [C] 
"T_high = 350" 
P_cond = P_sat(R$,T=T_amb+5) 
"P_high = P_sat(R$,T=T_high-100)" 
"Psat = P_sat(R$,T=T_high)" 
P_max=P_crit(R$) 












T[1] = T_amb 
P[1] = P_cond 
P[12]=P_cond*PR_2 
h[1] = enthalpy(R$,T=T[1],P=P[1]) 
s[1]=entropy(R$,T=T[1],P=P[1]) 
h12s = enthalpy(R$,s=s[1],P=P[12]) 
eta_P=(h12s-h[1])/(h[12]-h[1]) 






P[13] = P[12] 






P[2] = P_high 
h2s = enthalpy(R$,s=s[13],P=P[2]) 
eta_P=(h2s-h[13])/(h[2]-h[13]) 

















P[4] = P[3]/PR_1 
"CALL SAT_Turbine(R$,0.9, 3,P[3],s[3],eta_t,PR_1 : h[4], P[4],x[4])" 
h4s = enthalpy(R$,s=s[3],P=P[4]) 
eta_t = (h[3] -h[4])/(h[3]-h4s) 
s[4] = entropy(R$,h=h[4],P=P[4]) 













P[6] = P_cond 
"CALL SAT_Turbine(R$,0.9, 3,P[5],s[5],eta_t,PR_2 : h[6], P[6],x[6])" 
h6s = enthalpy(R$,s=s[5],P=P[6]) 
eta_t = (h[5] -h[6])/(h[5]-h6s) 
s[6] = entropy(R$,h=h[6],P=P[6]) 
T[6]=Temperature(R$,h=h[6],P=P[6]) 




Q_cond = h[6]-h[1] 
 
 
E_bal = W_t1+(1-y)*(W_t2+Q_cond-W_p1) - W_p2-Q_boil-(1-y)*(Q_reheat) 
 
eta_thermal = (W_t1+(1-y)*(W_t2-W_p1)-W_p2)/(Q_boil+(1-y)*(Q_reheat)) 
 





Supercitical Brayton Cycle with Recompression (written in EES) 




h_R1_in = mg_H*ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) 
hh_R1_in = ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"gasC$ Inlet" 
h_R2_in = mg_C*ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) 
hh_R2_in = ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"Maximum possible heat Exchange" 
q_max = MIN(mg_H*(hh_R1_in - ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TC,P=PH) ), 
mg_C*(ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TH,P=PC) - hh_R2_in)) 
 
n_steps = 10 "increments along HX to check" 
 
 
"initial guess for regen effectiveness" 
epsilon_regen = 0.95 
 
q_actual = epsilon_regen*q_max 
 
DELTAq = q_actual / n_steps 
 
"hot side enthalpy when fully cooled. Used to easily do comparisons b/t points in HX" 







 "the hot side enthalpy at the particular step" 
 h_R1[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_H + hh_R1_cool 
 
 "the hot side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R1[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasH$,h=h_R1[j],P=PH) 
 
 "the cold side enthalpy at a particular step" 
 h_R2[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_C + hh_R2_in 
 
 "the cold side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R2[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasC$,h=h_R2[j],P=PC) 
 
 "temperature difference" 









"Perform Secant iteration on epsilon if pinch is too small" 
IF (DELTAT_min < HX_Pinch) THEN 
i=1 
epsilon[1] = 0.95 
epsilon[2] = 0.85 






q_actual = epsilon[i]*q_max 
DELTAq = q_actual / n_steps 





 "the hot side enthalpy at the particular step" 
 h_R1[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_H + hh_R1_cool 
 "the hot side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R1[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasH$,h=h_R1[j],P=PH) 
 "the cold side enthalpy at a particular step" 
 h_R2[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_C + hh_R2_in 
 "the cold side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R2[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasC$,h=h_R2[j],P=PC) 
 "temperature difference" 
 DELTAT[j] = T_R1[j] - T_R2[j] 
UNTIL(j=n_steps) 
 
DELTAT_min = MIN(DELTAT[1..n_steps]) 
 
f[i] = DELTAT_min - HX_Pinch 
 
epsilon[i+1] = epsilon[i] - (f[i]*(epsilon[i] - epsilon[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 
UNTIL(abs(f[i]) < 0.1) 
 




IF(epsilon_regen > 0.95) THEN 
 epsilon_regen = 0.95 
ENDIF 
 














h_R1_in = mg_H*ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) 
hh_R1_in = ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"gasC$ Inlet" 
h_R2_in = mg_C*ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) 
hh_R2_in = ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"Maximum possible heat Exchange" 
q_max = MIN(mg_H*(hh_R1_in - ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TC,P=PH) ), 
mg_C*(ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TH,P=PC) - hh_R2_in)) 
 
n_steps = 20 "increments along HX to check" 
 
 
"initial guess for regen effectiveness" 
"epsilon_regen = 0.95" 
 
q_actual = epsilon_regen*q_max 
 
DELTAq = q_actual / n_steps 
 
"hot side enthalpy when fully cooled. Used to easily do comparisons b/t points in HX" 







 "the hot side enthalpy at the particular step" 
 h_R1[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_H + hh_R1_cool 
 
 "the hot side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R1[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasH$,h=h_R1[j],P=PH) 
 
 "the cold side enthalpy at a particular step" 
 h_R2[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_C + hh_R2_in 
 
 "the cold side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R2[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasC$,h=h_R2[j],P=PC) 
 
 "temperature difference" 




















"Hot stream outlet temp" 
FUNCTION regen_hot_Out(gas1$,gas2$,epsilon_reg,TH,PH,TC,PC,m_h,m_c) 
  
 h_h1 = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TH,P=PH) "hot steam inlet" 
 h_c1 = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TC,P=PC) "cold stream inlet" 
 
 q_max = MIN(m_h*(h_h1 - 
ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TC,P=PH)) ,m_c*( ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TH,P=PC) - h_c1)) 
 "maximum possible heat transfer assuming no Pinch in the HX" 
 
 q_NoPinch = epsilon_reg*q_max 
 
"Hot side outlet temperature" 
"Using Secant Method to determine the actual outlet temperature" 
 T[1]=TC; T[2]=TC+100 "initial guess for outlet temp" 
 h[1] = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=T[1],P=PH) 
 f[1]= m_h*(h_h1 - h[1]) - q_NoPinch 




 h[i] = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=T[i],P=PH) 
 f[i]= m_h*(h_h1 - h[i]) - q_NoPinch 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 




regen_hot_Out = TH_C 











"Cold stream outlet temp" 
FUNCTION regen_cold_Out(gas1$,gas2$,epsilon_reg,TH,PH,TC,PC,m_h,m_c) 
  
 h_h1 = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TH,P=PH) "hot steam inlet" 
 h_c1 = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TC,P=PC) "cold stream inlet" 
 
 q_max = MIN(m_h*(h_h1 - 
ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TC,P=PH)) ,m_c*( ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TH,P=PC) - h_c1)) 
 "maximum possible heat transfer assuming no Pinch in the HX" 
 
 q_NoPinch = epsilon_reg*q_max 
 
"Cold side outlet temperature" 
"Using Secant Method to determine the actual outlet temperature" 
 T[1]=TH; T[2]=TH-100 "initial guess for outlet temp" 
 h[1] = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=T[1],P=PC) 
 f[1]= m_c*(h[1] - h_c1) - q_NoPinch 




 h[i] = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=T[i],P=PC) 
 f[i]= m_c*(h[i] - h_c1) - q_NoPinch 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 
UNTIL(abs(f[i])<0.0001) or ( i>1000) 
 
TC_H=T[i] 
regen_cold_Out = TC_H 









FUNCTION  mixer(gas$,m1,T1,P1,m2,T2,P2) 
"finds the resulting temperature of mixing gas and liquid" 
 h1 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) 
 h2=ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T2,P=P2) 
 H_in = m1*h1 + m2*h2  
 
"Secant iteration" 
 T[1]=T1; T[2]=T2 "initial guesses for outlet temp" 
 h1[1] = ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T[1],P=P1) 
 h2[1]= ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T[1],P=P2) 
 f[1] = m1*h1[1] + m2*h2[1] - H_in 






 h1[i] = ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T[i],P=P1) 
 h2[i]= ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T[i],P=P2) 
 f[i] = m1*h1[i] + m2*h2[i] - H_in 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 




T_mix = T[i] 
 
























h1 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) 
s1=entropy(gas$,T=T1,P=P1) 
 
h2s = enthalpy(gas$,s=s1,P=P2) 
h2 = (h2s - h1)/eta_comp + h1 




h6 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T6,P=P6) 
s6=entropy(gas$,T=T6,P=P6) 
 
h7s = enthalpy(gas$,s=s6,P=P7) 
h7 = h6 - eta_exp*(h6-h7s) 





"Initial guesses for cold Temperature into high temp regen" 
T4[1] = T2 + (T7-T2)*0.10 








"preform high temp regen using guess" 
epsilon_regenH = REGEN_effectiveness(gas$,gas$,1,1,T7,P7,T4[i],P4,HX_Pinch) 
"DELTAT_minH = DELTAT_min(gas$,gas$,1,1,T2,P2,T7[i],P7,epsilon_regenH)" 
 
T5 = regen_cold_Out(gas$,gas$,epsilon_regenH,T7,P7,T4[i],P4,1,1) 
T8 = regen_hot_Out(gas$,gas$,epsilon_regenH,T7,P7,T4[i],P4,1,1) 
 
"perform low temp regen" 
epsilon_regenC = REGEN_effectiveness(gas$,gas$,1,(1-y),T8,P8,T2,P2,HX_Pinch) 
"DELTAT_minC = DELTAT_min(gas$,gas$,1,(1-y),T3,P3,T1,P1,epsilon_regenC)" 
 
T3 = regen_cold_Out(gas$,gas$,epsilon_regenC,T8,P8,T2,P2,1,(1-y)) 
T9 = regen_hot_Out(gas$,gas$,epsilon_regenC,T8,P8,T2,P2,1,(1-y)) 
 
"Calculate recompression outlet temperature" 
h9 = ENTHALPY(gas$,T=T9,P=P9) 
s9 = ENTROPY(gas$,T=T9,P=P9) 
 
h10s = ENTHALPY(gas$,s=s9,P=P10) 
h10 = (h10s - h9)/eta_comp + h9 
 
T10 = TEMPERATURE(gas$,h=h10,P=P10) 
 
 
"mixing between regenerators" 
T4_check = mixer(gas$,(1-y),T3,P3,y,T10,P10) 
 
 
IF (i=1) THEN 
 f[i] = T4[i]  - T4_check 
ENDIF 
 
IF (i>1) THEN 













h5 = enthalpy(gas$,T=T5,P=P5) 
 
"Energy Flows" 
Win_main = (1-y)*(h2-h1) 
Win_recomp = y*(h10 - h9) 
W_exp = h6 - h7 
Q_out = (1-y)*(h9 - h1) 
Q_in = h6 - h5 
 
E_bal = W_exp+Q_out - Win_main - Win_recomp - Q_in 
W_net = W_exp - Win_main - Win_recomp 
 


























Regenerative Brayton and Rankine Combined Cycle 






h_R1_in = mg_H*ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) 
hh_R1_in = ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TH,P=PH) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"gasC$ Inlet" 
h_R2_in = mg_C*ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) 
hh_R2_in = ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TC,P=PC) "specific enthalpy" 
 
"Maximum possible heat Exchange" 
q_max = MIN(mg_H*(hh_R1_in - ENTHALPY(gasH$,T=TC,P=PH) ), 
mg_C*(ENTHALPY(gasC$,T=TH,P=PC) - hh_R2_in)) 
 
n_steps = 10 "increments along HX to check" 
 
 
"initial guess for regen effectiveness" 
epsilon_regen = 0.95 
 
q_actual = epsilon_regen*q_max 
 
DELTAq = q_actual / n_steps 
 
"hot side enthalpy when fully cooled. Used to easily do comparisons b/t points in HX" 







 "the hot side enthalpy at the particular step" 
 h_R1[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_H + hh_R1_cool 
 
 "the hot side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R1[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasH$,h=h_R1[j],P=PH) 
 
 "the cold side enthalpy at a particular step" 
 h_R2[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_C + hh_R2_in 
 
 "the cold side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R2[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasC$,h=h_R2[j],P=PC) 
 
 "temperature difference" 






DELTAT_min = MIN(DELTAT[1..n_steps]) 
 
 
"Perform Secant iteration on epsilon if pinch is too small" 
IF (DELTAT_min < HX_Pinch) THEN 
i=1 
epsilon[1] = 0.95 
epsilon[2] = 0.85 






q_actual = epsilon[i]*q_max 
DELTAq = q_actual / n_steps 





 "the hot side enthalpy at the particular step" 
 h_R1[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_H + hh_R1_cool 
 "the hot side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R1[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasH$,h=h_R1[j],P=PH) 
 "the cold side enthalpy at a particular step" 
 h_R2[j] = j*DELTAq/mg_C + hh_R2_in 
 "the cold side temperature at the particular step" 
 T_R2[j] = TEMPERATURE(gasC$,h=h_R2[j],P=PC) 
 "temperature difference" 
 DELTAT[j] = T_R1[j] - T_R2[j] 
UNTIL(j=n_steps) 
 
DELTAT_min = MIN(DELTAT[1..n_steps]) 
 
f[i] = DELTAT_min - HX_Pinch 
 
epsilon[i+1] = epsilon[i] - (f[i]*(epsilon[i] - epsilon[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 
UNTIL(abs(f[i]) < 0.01) 
 




IF(epsilon_regen > 0.95) THEN 








"Regeneration assuming no pinch point occurs w/in heat exchanger" 
PROCEDURE regen_real_simple(gas1$,gas2$,epsilon_reg,TH,PH,TC,PC,m_h,m_c: TH_C, 
TC_H) 
  
 h_h1 = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TH,P=PH) "hot steam inlet" 
 h_c1 = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TC,P=PC) "cold stream inlet" 
 
 q_max = MIN(m_h*(h_h1 - 
ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=TC,P=PH)) ,m_c*( ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=TH,P=PC) - h_c1)) 
 "maximum possible heat transfer assuming no Pinch in the HX" 
 
 q_NoPinch = epsilon_reg*q_max 
 
"Hot side outlet temperature" 
"Using Secant Method to determine the actual outlet temperature" 
 T[1]=TC; T[2]=TC+100 "initial guess for outlet temp" 
 h[1] = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=T[1],P=PH) 
 f[1]= m_h*(h_h1 - h[1]) - q_NoPinch 




 h[i] = ENTHALPY(gas1$,T=T[i],P=PH) 
 f[i]= m_h*(h_h1 - h[i]) - q_NoPinch 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 
UNTIL(abs(f[i])<0.0001) or ( i>1000) 
 
TH_C=T[i] 






"Cold side outlet temperature" 
"Using Secant Method to determine the actual outlet temperature" 
 T[1]=TH; T[2]=TH-100 "initial guess for outlet temp" 
 h[1] = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=T[1],P=PC) 
 f[1]= m_c*(h[1] - h_c1) - q_NoPinch 




 h[i] = ENTHALPY(gas2$,T=T[i],P=PC) 
 f[i]= m_c*(h[i] - h_c1) - q_NoPinch 
 T[i+1]=T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) 
 
IF (i>1000) THEN CALL ERROR('Comp irr not converging. XXXE4', f[i]) 
 












PROCEDURE SAT_Turbine(R$,x_outlet, h_in,P_in,s_in,eta_turbine,PR_pump : h_out, P_out) 
 
 P_out = P_in/PR_pump 
 h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P_out,s=s_in) 
 h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
 
 x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P_out) 
 
"only bother if turbine input is even mostly vapor to begin with" 
IF (x_out > 0.9) THEN 
 
 IF x_out < x_outlet THEN 
 
 "guess increased turbine outlet pressure and check quality" 
 
 P[1] = P_out + 100 "initial guesses" 
 P[2] = P_out + 500 
 
 h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P[1],s=s_in) 
 h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
 x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P[1]) 
 f[1] = x_out - x_outlet 
 
 i=1 "array index" 
 




 IF (P[i]<P_out) THEN P[i] = RANDOM(P_out,P_in) 
 
 h_out_s = enthalpy(R$,P=P[i],s=s_in) 
 h_out = h_in - (h_in - h_out_s)*eta_turbine 
 x_out = quality(R$,h=h_out,P=P[i]) 
 f[i] = x_out - x_outlet 
 
 P[i+1]=P[i]-(f[i]*(P[i]-P[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1]) "next pressure guess" 
 
































{Entering the compressor - State 1} 
P[1] = P_L 
T[1] = Temperature(R_brayton$,h=h[1],P=P[1]) 
v[1] = volume(R_brayton$, T=T[1], P=P[1]) 
s[1] = entropy(R_brayton$, T=T[1], P=P[1]) 
 
{Compressor 1 - State 1-2} 
 P_ratio_brayton= P[2]/P[1] 
s_2_ideal = s[1] "Isentropic compression" 
h_2_ideal = enthalpy(R_brayton$, P=P[2], s=s_2_ideal) "Ideal enthalpy at compressor exit due to 
isentropic compression" 
 
eta_comp = (h_2_ideal - h[1])/(h[2] - h[1]) "Definition of compressor isentropic 
efficiency used to find h[2]" 
 
s[2] = entropy(R_brayton$, P=P[2], h=h[2]) "Actual entropy at compressor exit" 
T[2] = temperature(R_brayton$, P=P[2], s=s[2]) "Temperature at compressor exit" 
v[2] = volume(R_brayton$, P=P[2], s=s[2]) "Specific volume at compressor exit" 
 
w_c_brayton = h[2]-h[1] 
 
 
{Enttering the Regenerator - State 2-3} 
P[3] = P[2] 
 
 
{Heat Input State 3-4} 
T[4] = T_H  
P[4] = P[3] 
s[4] = entropy(R_brayton$, T=T[4], P=P[4]) 
h[4] = enthalpy(R_brayton$, T=T[4], P=P[4])  
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v[4] = volume(R_brayton$, T=T[4], s=s[4]) 
 
{Turbine 1 - State 4-5} 
P[5] = P[1] 
 
s_5_ideal = s[4] "Isentropic expansion" 
h_5_ideal = enthalpy(R_brayton$, P=P[5], s=s_5_ideal) "Ideal enthalpy at turbine exit due to 
isentropic expansion" 
 
eta_turb = (h[4] - h[5])/(h[4] - h_5_ideal) "Definition of turbine isentropic efficiency 
used to find h[5]" 
 
s[5] = entropy(R_brayton$, P=P[5], h=h[5]) "Actual entropy at turbine exit" 
T[5] = temperature(R_brayton$, P=P[5], s=s[5]) "Temperature after expansion to initial 
pressure" 
 
w_t_brayton = h[4]-h[5] 
 
{Entering the Regenerator - State 5-6} 


















{Heat and Work} 
q_in = (h[4] - h[3])  "Total Heat Input" 
 
q_out =   q_out_rankine    "Total Heat Rejection" 
 
w_in = (h[2] - h[1]) + w_p_rankine 
 






w_net = w_out - w_in "Net work out" 
BackworkRatio = w_in/w_out "Backwork Ratio" 
 













eta_II = eta_thermal_CC / (1 - (T_L_rankine+273.15)/(T_H+273.15)) 
 
 
Pcrit = (P_crit(R_brayton$) + 500) 
Pcrit2 = P_crit(R_brayton$) + 2000 
 
 






Q_in_rankine = epsilon_HRSG*MIN((h[6] - 
enthalpy(R_brayton$,T=T[8],P=P[6])),m_rankine*(enthalpy(R_rankine$,T=T[6],P=P[8]) - h[8])) 
h[1] = h[6] - Q_in_rankine 
 
m_brayton = 1 






T_H_rankine = T[9] 
 
"Pump inlet conditions" 
 T[7] = T_L_rankine 
 P[7] = P_sat(R_rankine$,T=T[7]+5) 
 s[7] = entropy(R_rankine$,T=T[7],P=P[7]) 
 h[7] = enthalpy(R_rankine$,T=T[7],P=P[7]) 
 
"Pump Outlet" 
 P[8] = P[7]*P_ratio_rankine 
 h8s = Enthalpy(R_rankine$,P=P[8],s=s[7]) 
 T[8] = temperature(R_rankine$,P=P[8],h=h[8]) 
 eta_pump = (h8s - h[7]) / (h[8] - h[7]) 
 s[8] = entropy(R_rankine$,T=T[8], h=h[8]) 
 
 w_p_rankine = m_rankine*(h[8] - h[7]) 
 
"Boiler" 
 P[9] = P[8] 
 s[9] = entropy(R_rankine$,P=P[9],h=h[9]) 
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 T[9] = Temperature(R_rankine$,h=h[9],P=P[9]) 





CALL SAT_Turbine(R_rankine$,0.9, h[9],P[9],s[9],eta_turbine_rankine,P_ratio_rankine : h[10], 
P[10]) 
 
 T[10] = temperature(R_rankine$,P=P[10],h=h[10]) 
 s[10] = entropy(R_rankine$,T=T[10],h=h[10]) 
 
x[10] = quality(R_rankine$,T=T[10],h=h[10]) 
 
 w_t_rankine = m_rankine*(h[9] - h[10]) 
 
"Condensor" 
 q_out_rankine = m_rankine*(h[10] - h[7]) 
 
"thermal efficiency" 
eta_thermal_rankine = (w_t_rankine - w_p_rankine) / (q_in_rankine) 
 






Liquid Flooded Expansion Test Stand Model (written in Python) 
 
Cycle Solver 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
Created on Fri Aug 23 13:26:09 2013 




from CoolProp import Props 
from scipy.constants.constants import C2K,K2C #convert celsius to kelvin 









"Predict system states and performance" 
"clear previous data results to avoid clutter" 
DataIO.ClearPrevResults() 
[data,rownum] = DataIO.ParameterImport() 
run = 0 #the current run 
while run < (rownum-1): 
print"run: ",run 
#assign data to local variables 
ToilHeater = C2K(float(data[run][0])) 
DeltaP = float(data[run][1]) 
RPM_exp = float(data[run][2]) 
eta_v_p = float(data[run][3]) 
Vsuc_exp = float(data[run][4])/(1e6) 
Vsuc_pump = float(data[run][5])/(1e6) 
eta_e = float(data[run][6]) 
eta_p =float(data[run][7]) 
eta_v = float(data[run][8]) 
epsilonC = float(data[run][9]) 
epsilonH = float(data[run][10]) 
epsilonRegenGas = float(data[run][11]) 
epsilonRegenOil = float(data[run][12]) 
Tco = C2K(float(data[run][13])) 
Pco = float(data[run][14])*6.89475728 #convert Psia to kPa 
y = float(data[run][15]) #oil to gas massratio (to be latter 
calculated when Vpump known) 
y2 = float(data[run][16]) # fraction of oil that goes to 
bearing cooling 
Peo = DeltaP/(Pratio-1) 
Pei = Peo*Pratio 
P_amb = 101.325 
Tamb = C2K(25) 
"Nitrogen to system via pressure regulator" 
Tdis = Tco #LFEComponents_y.GasValve(gas,Tco,Pco,Pei) 
"Guess and converge on Pump outlet temp" 
Tpo = [Tamb, Tamb+2] 
j=0 #secant array index 
g = [10.0000] #initialize convergence function 
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while g[j] > 1e-6: 
if g[j] != 10.0000: #only increase index after 1st 
iteration 
j=j+1 
"Guess and converge on Gas Regenerator outlet temp" 
Tgei = [ToilHeater-5, ToilHeater-10] #initial guesses 
i=0 #secant array index 
f = [10.0000] #initialize convergence function 
while f[i] > 1e-6: 
if f[i] != 10.0000: #only increase index after 
1st iteration 
i=i+1 




"Perform Flooded Expansion" 
[Wexp, PreTeo, m_g,m_l_exp,a_e,Teos] =\ 
LFEComponents_y.FloodedExpansion(gas, Tei, Pei, 
Peo, RPM_exp, eta_e, eta_v, y, 0 
,Vsuc_exp) 








"Should any change occur over valve" 
Tregen_air = 
LFEComponents_y.GasValve(gas,Teo,Peo,P_amb) 
"Regeneration" #oilheaterTemp and regen 
effectiveness of 1 used to simulate a 
standalone heater instead of regen 
[Treject,Tgei_check,QregenAir] = 
LFEComponents_y.GasRegen(gas, epsilonRegenGas, 
ToilHeater, P_amb, Tdis, Pei,m_g) 
if i > 0: 
f = np.append(f, abs(Tgei_check - Tgei[i])) 
Tgei = np.append(Tgei, Tgei[i] - 
(f[i]*(Tgei[i]-Tgei[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1])) 
else: 
f = [abs(Tgei_check - Tgei[i])] 
Tgei = Tgei[i] 
"Guess and converge on oil Regenerator outlet temp" 
Tcooleri = [Tamb+5, Tamb+10] #initial guesses 
i=0 #secant array index 
f = [10.0000] #initialize convergence function 
while f[i] > 1e-6: 







dP_annCooler = 0 
dP_innerCooler=0 










#"On the 1st run Update the pump outlet guess 
for the 2nd run to get closer, 
faster" 
#if g[j-1] == 10.0000: #only do this on 1st 
iteration 
# Tpo[1] = Tpi 
[Wpump,Tpo_check]=LFEComponents_y.Pump(Tpi, Peo, 
Pei, m_l_full, eta_p) 
[Tcooleri_check,Thi,QregenOil]=LFEComponents_y.L
iqRegen(epsilonRegenOil, Teo, 





dP_annRegen = 0 
dP_innerRegen=0 
if i > 0: 
f = np.append(f, abs(Tcooleri_check - 
Tcooleri[i])) 




f = [abs(Tcooleri_check - Tcooleri[i])] 
if j > 0: 
g = np.append(g, abs(Tpo_check - Tpo[j])) 
Tpo = np.append(Tpo, Tpo[j] - (g[j]*(Tpo[j]-Tpo[j-
1]))/(g[j]-g[j-1])) 
else: 
g = [abs(Tpo_check - Tpo[j])] 
Tpo=Tpo[j] 
Tcooleri = Tcooleri[i] 
gpm = LFEComponents_y.LiquidFlowRate(m_l_full,Tpi) 
RPM_pump = 
LFEComponents_y.PumpRPM(m_l_full,Tpi,eta_v_p,Vsuc_pump) 
[Tlei,Qheater] = LFEComponents_y.HeatExchanger(ToilHeater, 





#Export data and perform further analysis 
data[run][12] = epsilonRegenOil #calculated from geometric 
data 




















"Pass the Thermo states to the sizing file to determine 








# print "epsilon RegenOil: ",epsilonRegenOil 
# print "epsilonC: ",epsilonC 
# print "Tcooleri: ",K2C(Tcooleri) 
# print "Tpi: ",K2C(Tpi) 
# print "dP regen inner",dP_innerRegen 




# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
Created on Fri Aug 23 13:28:05 2013 
Flooded Air Expansion 
-ComponentFunctions 
Designed to solve cycle when y (mass fraction) designated" 
@author: Nelson 
""" 
"need to be locally imported" 
from CoolProp import Props 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import math 
numTol = 1e-6 #numerical tolerance 
#----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"The Fluid Properties for Paratherm HR" 
def c_l(T): 
"specific heat [kJ/kg-K] of Paratherm HR given T in K" 




"internal energy [kJ/kg] of Paratherm HR given T in K" 




"density [kg/m^3[ of Paratherm HR given T in K" 




"specific entropy [kJ/kg-K] of Paratherm HR given T in K" 
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#need to make 298 a non integer or python will do integer divion, 
which is whack 




"the specific enthalpy of the liquid [kJ/kg-k]" 




"find the liquid temperature [K] given h and P" 
#initial guesses, functions fairly linear so guesses not too 
important 
T = [50, 200] 
h_check = h_l(T[0],P) 
f = [abs(h_check - h)] #function to converge 
i=0 #array index 
while abs(f[i])> numTol: 
i=i+1 #update index 
h_check = h_l(T[i],P) 
f = np.append(f,abs(h_check - h)) 
T = np.append(T , T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1])) 
#secant method 
if i>100: 







To_1 = T_in 
To_2 = T_in 
return [To_1,To_2] 
#default values can be placed in function arguments 
 
def GLMixer(gas,T_liq, T_vap,P_in,y): 
"return the outlet temperature [K] from adiabatic mixture of\ 
gas and ParathermHR" 
m_g=1 
m_l=m_g*y 
#liquid enthalpy in 
h_l_in = h_l(T_liq,P_in) 
#gas enthalpy in 
h_g_in = Props('H','T',T_vap,'P',P_in,gas) 
#Total enthalpy in 
H_in = m_g*h_g_in + m_l*h_l_in 
"secant iteration" 
#initial guesses 
T = [T_vap-5, T_vap-20] 
#initial iteration 
hg = Props('H','T',T[0],'P',P_in,gas) 
hl = h_l(T[0],P_in) 
f = [abs(m_g*hg + m_l*hl - H_in)] #array entry for f[0] 
 
i=0 #array index 




hg = Props('H','T',T[i],'P',P_in,gas) 
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hl = h_l(T[i],P_in) 
f = np.append(f,[abs(m_g*hg + m_l*hl - H_in)]) #f[i] 
#update guess 
T = np.append(T , T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1])) 
if i>100: 




"return the outlet temperature [K] from adiabatic mixture of\ 
primary expander oil (1) ans bearing cooling oil(2)" 
"convert flow fraction (y2) to a ratio(y)" 
y = (y2*100)/(100 - (y2*100)) 
m_l1=m_l_exp 
m_l2=y*m_l1 
#liquid enthalpy1 in 
h_l1_in = h_l(T_liq1,P_in) 
#liquid enthalpy2 in 
h_l2_in = h_l(T_liq2,P_in) 
#Total enthalpy in 
H_in = m_l1*h_l1_in + m_l2*h_l2_in 
"secant iteration" 
#initial guesses 
T = [T_liq1, T_liq1-5] 
#initial iteration 
hl = h_l(T[0],P_in) 
f = [abs((m_l1+m_l2)*hl - H_in)] #array entry for f[0] 
i=0 #array index 




hl = h_l(T[i],P_in) 
f = np.append(f,[abs((m_l1+m_l2)*hl - H_in)]) 
#update guess 
T = np.append(T , T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1])) 
if i>100: 
raise Exception("Mixer not converging after 100x") 
m_l = m_l1 + m_l2 #total liquid flow 
return [T[i],m_l] 
 
def HeatExchanger(T_amb, epsilonHX, m_l,T_in, P_in, Type): 
"Liquid only Heat exchanger" 
#inlet enthalpy 
h_in = h_l(T_in,P_in) 
#outlet enthalpy assuming maximum heat transfer 
h_max = h_l(T_amb,P_in) 
#actual heat transfer 
q = abs(epsilonHX*(h_max - h_in)) 
Q = m_l*q 
#find the actual exit temp to have the given enthalpy 
#if HX is a Cooler 
if Type == 'Cooler': 
h_out = h_in - q 
T_out = T_l(h_out,P_in) 
#if HX is a Heater 
if Type == 'Heater': 
h_out = h_in + q 
T_out = T_l(h_out,P_in) 
return [T_out, Q] 
 
def FloodedExpansion(gas, Tin, Pin, Pout, RPM, eta, eta_v, y, Q,V_suc): 
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"Find the power requirements for 2 phase expansion/compression 
processes" 
#calculate the actual mass flow rates from the Expander speed, 
size, and massRatio 
rho_g_in = Props('D','T',Tin,'P',Pin,gas) 
rho_l_in = rho_l(Tin) 
mSuc_g = V_suc/((1/rho_g_in) + y*(1/rho_l_in)) #mass moved per 
suction volume 
mSuc_l = y*mSuc_g #mass moved per suction volume 
Vsuc_perSec = RPM/60*eta_v 
m_g = Vsuc_perSec*mSuc_g 
m_l = Vsuc_perSec*mSuc_l 
#volumetric fraction of liquid 
a = (mSuc_l*(1/rho_l_in))/(V_suc) 
#Inlet state properties 
h_g_in = Props('H','T',Tin,'P',Pin,gas) 
s_g_in = Props('S','T',Tin,'P',Pin,gas) 
h_l_in = h_l(Tin,Pin) 
s_l_in = s_l(Tin) 
H_in = m_g*h_g_in + m_l*h_l_in 
#Isentropic Process 
T = [Tin-5, Tin-10] #initial guesses 
sl = s_l(T[0]) 
sg = Props('S','T',T[0],'P',Pout,gas) 
f = [abs(m_g*sg + m_l*sl - m_g*s_g_in - m_l*s_l_in)] #adiabatic 
entropy balance 
i=0 #array index 
while abs(f[i])> numTol: 
i=i+1 
sl = s_l(T[i]) 
sg = Props('S','T',T[i],'P',Pout,gas) 
f = np.append(f,[abs(m_g*sg + m_l*sl - m_g*s_g_in - 
m_l*s_l_in)]) #f[i] 
#update guess 
T = np.append(T , T[i]-(f[i]*(T[i]-T[i-1]))/(f[i]-f[i-1])) 
if i>100: 
raise Exception("Flood_Isen not converging after 100x") 
#Determine actual work 
Tout_s = T[i] 
h_g_out_s = Props('H','T',Tout_s,'P',Pout,gas) 
h_l_out_s = h_l(Tout_s,Pout) 
W_s = abs(m_g*(h_g_in - h_g_out_s) + m_l*(h_l_in - h_l_out_s)) 
if Pin > Pout: 
W_actual = W_s*eta #expander 
else: 
W_actual = W_s/eta #compressor 
#Determine Actual outlet state 
T = [Tout_s+5, Tout_s+10] #initial guesses 
hl = h_l(T[0],Pout) 
hg = Props('H','T',T[0],'P',Pout,gas) 
f = [abs(abs(m_g*(h_g_in - hg) + m_l*(h_l_in-hl)) - W_actual)] 
#adiabatic energy balance 
i=0 #array index 
while abs(f[i])> numTol: 
i=i+1 
hl = h_l(T[i],Pout) 
hg = Props('H','T',T[i],'P',Pout,gas) 
f = np.append(f,[abs(abs(m_g*(h_g_in - hg) + m_l*(h_l_in-hl)) 
- W_actual)] ) 
#update guess 




raise Exception("Flood_W_Actual not converging after 
100x") 
Tout = T[i] 
return [W_actual, Tout, m_g,m_l,a,Tout_s] 
 
def Pump(Tin, Pin, Pout, m_l, eta): 
"Find the power requirements for irreversible liquid work" 
h_l_in = h_l(Tin,Pin) 
#Entropy independant of pressure so Isentropic Temp change is Zero 
Tout_s = Tin 
h_l_out_s = h_l(Tout_s,Pout) 
if Pin > Pout: 
h_l_out = h_l_in - (h_l_in - h_l_out_s)*eta 
elif Pin < Pout: 
h_l_out = (h_l_out_s - h_l_in)/eta + h_l_in 
W_actual = abs(m_l*(h_l_out - h_l_in)) 
Tout = T_l(h_l_out,Pout) 
return [W_actual,Tout] 
 
def GasRegen(gas, epsilon, TH, PH, TC, PC,m_g): 
"find the amount heat transfer between streams" 
h_h1 = Props('H','T',TH,'P',PH,gas) 
h_c1 = Props('H','T',TC,'P',PC,gas) 
q_max = min(h_h1 - Props('H','T',TC,'P',PH,gas),\ 
Props('H','T',TH,'P',PC,gas) - h_c1) 
q_regen = q_max*epsilon 
#find hot side outlet temp 
h_h2 = h_h1 - q_regen 
TH_out = Props('T','H',h_h2,'P',PH,gas) 
#find cold side outlet temp 
h_c2 = h_c1 + q_regen 
TC_out = Props('T','H',h_c2,'P',PC,gas) 
return [TH_out, TC_out,m_g*q_regen] #initial hot stream then 
initial cold stream 
 
def LiqRegen(epsilon, TH, PH, TC, PC,m_h,m_c): 
"find the amount heat transfer between streams" 
h_h1 = h_l(TH,PH) 
h_c1 = h_l(TC,PC) 
q_max = min(m_h*(h_h1 - h_l(TC,PH)),\ 
m_c*(h_l(TH,PC) - h_c1)) 
q_regen = q_max*epsilon 
#find hot side outlet temp 
h_h2 = h_h1 - q_regen/m_h 
TH_out = T_l(h_h2,PH) 
#find cold side outlet temp 
h_c2 = h_c1 + q_regen/m_c 
TC_out = T_l(h_c2,PC) 




"determine the state of the gas after isenthalpic expansion." 
hin = Props('H','T',Tin,'P',Pin,gas) 
hout= hin 
ToutGuess = [Tin, Tin-2] #initial guesses for outlet temp 
i=0 #secant array index 
f = [10.0000] #initialize convergence function 
while f[i] > 1e-6: 
if f[i] != 10.0000: #only increase index after 1st iteration 
i=i+1 
hCalc = Props('H','T',ToutGuess[i],'P',Pout,gas) 
116 
 
if i > 0: 
f = np.append(f, abs(hCalc - hout)) 




f = [abs(hCalc - hout)] 




"determine the state of the gas after isenthalpic expansion." 
hin = h_l(Tin,Pin) 
hout= hin 
ToutGuess = [Tin, Tin-2] #initial guesses for outlet temp 
i=0 #secant array index 
f = [10.0000] #initialize convergence function 
while f[i] > 1e-6: 
if f[i] != 10.0000: #only increase index after 1st iteration 
i=i+1 
hCalc = h_l(ToutGuess[i],Pout) 
if i > 0: 
f = np.append(f, abs(hCalc - hout)) 




f = [abs(hCalc - hout)] 




"determine the valve Cv needed to achieve the given flow" 
#volume at standard conditions 
v = 1.0/Props('D','T',300,'P',101.325,gas) 
m3perSec_To_LPerMin = 60000 
q = mdot*v*m3perSec_To_LPerMin 
#convert kPa to bar 
Pin = Pin/100.0 
Pout = Pout/100.0 








#volume at standard conditions 
v = 1.0/Props('D','T',300,'P',101.325,gas) 
m3perSec_To_LPerMin = 60000 
#convert kPa to bar 
Pin = Pin/100.0 
Pout = Pout/100.0 




q = Cv*6950.0*0.471*Pin*np.sqrt(1.0/T) 






rho = rho_l(T_l) 
v_dot = m_l*(1/rho) #m^3/s 




"calculate the pump RPM" 
rho = rho_l(T) 
v_dot = m_l*(1/rho) #m^3/s 
Hz_pump = (v_dot/Vpump)/(eta_v) 
RPM_pump = Hz_pump*60 
return RPM_pump 
